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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an attempt to explore the philosophical issues within the

mathematical sub-discipline popularly known as "chaos theory". I begin by

detailing the problems in formulating a single set of sufficíent and necessary

conditions for a system to count as "chaotic". I argue that the available explicit

and implicit defínitions of "chaos" suggest that the term is used to denote two

different (and not necessarily coextensive) concepts: a novel form of

unpredictability within deterministic systems, and the surprisíng emergence of

order within apparently complex systems. I devote Chapters 1 and 2 to

disambiguating each of these concepts, using a variety of popular, technical, and

philosophical texts, and then argue that each of these concepts presents further

internal problems for any effort to formulate an adequate set of criteria for

"chaos". However, I also assert that attempts to find a unified definition of

"chaos", as a property that either does or does not inhere in a given system, are

ultimately misguided, as such a definition appears both impossible and unhelpful.

ln Chapter 3, I survey the remaíning primary problems evident in the

recent philosophical literature on "chaos theory". These include questions about

the relationship between "chaos" and determinism, the question of whether

"chaos theory" represents a new form of scientific methodology, and the question

of how to reconcile the postulates of "chaos" with those of quantum mechanics.

Finally, Chapter 4 consists of a brief survey of some recent attempts to

combine chaos theory with literary theory. I argue that attempts to draw causal

connections between the concepts of chaos and "postmodern" critical theories

involve highly dubious empirical and conceptual claims, and that attempts to

apply chaos theory as a "methodology" by which literary texts can be criticized

typically produce nothing more than forced and often superfluous metaphors.
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INTRODUCTION: WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS OF
CHAOS THEORY?

"Chaos" is supposed to be an important and unique phenomenon, and the

arrival of "chaos theory" on the scientific landscape is supposed to have been a

monumental event. Some writers, such as the philosopher Stephen Kellert

(1993, 104) hold that chaos theory represents an important overhaul in dominant

scientific methodology. Others, most notably literary theorist Katherine Hayles

(1989; 1990; 1991), take even stronger positions and insist that it signifies a

conceptual revolution in modern culture as a whole. And chaos theory has

certainly received its share of hype from all sides; one recent introductory

textbook on the subject calls it "the third great scientific revolution of the 20th

century, along with relatÍvity and quantum mechanícs" (Devaney 1g8g, v).

Chaotic behaviour has been famously invoked in explanations of why some

physícal systems (such as the weather, or even simple models of the weather)

seem Ímpenetrably random despite our apparent understanding of the underlying

phenomena (Lorenz 1963). Conversely, chaos theory has been used to assert

that other systems (such as urban epidemics, or dripping faucets) seem to

demonstrate surprising and novel forms of order (Stuart 1989, 276; CruTchfield

1986,56).

Many of the claims that chaos possesses eíther new conceptual

implications or unique explanatory power seem to presuppose that there must be

some adequate definition of "chaos"; however, the first two chapters of this thesis

will be devoted to arguing that no such unified definition is possible, for a number

of reasons. First of all, while both philosophers and scientísts have formulated a
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variety of attempted definitions, either explicitly or implicitly, these attempts can

generally be shown to fall into one of two camps. This disjunction seems to exist

because "chaos" is intended to capture two distinct and opposite phenomena:

on one hand, the ability of simple deterministic systems to produce apparently

random and unpredictable behaviour, and on the other, the ability of apparently

random behaviour to demonstrate emergent order and stabilíty when observed in

the appropriate way. Thus, the idea of "chaos" can apparently embody both the

surprising production of disorder and the equally surprising production of a

different sor.t of order.

However, despíte the fact that both concepts may be discussed under the

common heading of "chaos theory", they are conceptually separable, and these

two senses of "chaos" seem to play quite different roles in both scientifíc

explanations and philosophical arguments. Furthermore, although it is often

proposed that any "chaotic" system must embody both types of phenomena -- or

even that one is a physical consequence of the other -- the phenomena

themselves have rather different criteria by which their presence can be

established, and ít often appears to be difficult to apply both sets of criteria to the

same candidate system. Finally, as I will argue, internal problems exist even

within each of these two senses of "chaos" that prevent the formulatíon of any

rigourous definition that could be used to classily various systems objectively.

But the lack of a definitíon of "chaos" should not be considered a scandal

within the field of mathematics itself. ln fact, it cannot even be considered a

secret; for example, the íntroductory textbook cited above later admits in passing

that there are "many possible definitions". (Devaney 1989, 50) And it seems

fairly obvious that nothing would be gained at this point from a single, rigourous
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definition, given that each of the disparate concepts currently involved are

arguably useful in themselves. However, it would seem to be profitable for

individuals outside the field (e.9., the philosopher Robert Batterman [19g3] and

the physicist Joseph Ford, cited by Batterman) to consider the idea that "chaos"

arguably is not an objective metaphysical property inherent in some systems, but

should instead be viewed as nothing more than a loose array of subjective

criteria, coupled with some useful modelling techniques for complex natural

phenomena.

This thesis is also intended as a survey of the primary chaos-related

issues which have emerged ln the philosophical literature. Some of the relevant

papers fall within the definitional issues discussed above; in my third chapter, I

will turn to the issues presented in the remaining philosophical literature. These

include: the relationship between chaos and determinism; the question of

whether chaos embodies an epistemological shift in the methodology of the

scientists who employ it; the question of whether the "sensitive dependence" said

to be a property of chaotíc systems is conceptually incoherent; and the apparent

contradictions between chaos theory and quantum mechanics.

ln my last chapter, I will consider some of the primary conceptual

problems that emerge from the accounts of literary theoríst Katherine Hayles,

and from other authors who invoke "chaos theory" in their study of literary texts.

Although Hayles is arguably the single largest influence in the contemporary

sub-genre defined by the intersection of chaos theory and literary theory, many of

the positíons she takes appear highly debatable upon cfose examination.

Similarly, the problems exhibited by current attempts to apply "chaos theory" to

works of literature raise substantial questions about whether such a project can



ever be appropríate or useful.
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1. CHAOS DEFINED AS A NOVEL FORM OF
UNPREDICTABILITY

Many of the commonly invoked criteria for chaos appear to be centered

around the idea that "chaotic" systems can be distínguished by the drastic

predictive problems they create. For example, phílosopher Mark Stone states

that

[c]haotic systems represent a distinctive subset of classical dynamical
systems....The most natural way to bring out that distinction is in the
context of predictability, and indeed distinguishing them on the basis of
predictability is already the working assumption of most scientists. (Stone
1989, 129)

And indeed, this appears to reflect a common understanding of "chaos"; for

example, a very recent article on chaos in Physics Today begíns by noting that

Scientists in many fíelds are recognizing that the systems they study often
exhibit a type of time evolution known as chaos. lts hallmark is wild,
unpredictable behavior, a state often perplexing and unwelcome to those
who encounter it. (Ott and Spano 1995, 34)

It is important to note that if chaos is to signify anything new or unique on

the scientific landscape, then the predictive failures of "chaos" must not arise

merely because the candidate systems are extremely complicated. Our practical

inability to deal quantitatively with vast sets of simultaneous variables is hardly

news; for example, in the field of thermodynamics, statistical generalizations and

other unrealistic simplifying assumptions have long been used in cases where

detailed descriptions of individual particles would be an impossible computational
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task. What is supposed to be novel about chaos is that we have now

encountered relatively simple systems -- systems with very few variable

quantities -- whose guiding principles can be easily and completely specified, yet

whose long{erm behaviour remains impenetrable. This unpredictability is said to

be momentous because its imposed limit on our knowledge represents a defeat

of the dearly-held hope of modern science that every detail of the universe (with

perhaps a few exceptions in special cases, such as the realm of quantum

mechanics) would eventually yield to our predíctive abilities. For example,

literary theorist Katherine Hayles enthuses that chaos

embodies assumptions that bring into question presuppositions that have
underlain scientific conceptualizations for the last three hundred
years....Changed are not the disciplínary procedures and críteria of normal
science but the epistemic ground on which it -- and much else in
contemporary culture -- rests. (1990, 16)

Similarly, in a book on chaos for general audíences, A. B. Cambel holds that

[i]t was generally believed that classical Newtonian mechanics is
inadequate only in the cases of both very small particles where quantum
mechanics is appropriate and very large bodies where relativistic
mechanics applies. The recent developments in the study of complexity
introduce new consideratíons. (p.21 )

ln the following sections, I will consider the varíous criteria for chaos that

have been proposed in prevíous attempts to more precisely define this novel

unpredictability. As I will show, alf of these criteria appear to be either too broad,

in that they ínclude at least some systems which fail to pose novel predictive

problems; too narrow, in that they eliminate some systems which do pose these

predictive problems (including systems widely considered to be paradígm cases
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of "chaos"); or simply too vague, in that they fail to provide an objective criterion

for distinguishing chaotic systems from non-chaotic systems, even in principle.

Furthermore, apart from these metaphysical problems, many of these critería

possess the troublesome epistemological property of being difficult or impossible

to verify -- especíally in the rigorous sense demanded by the standards of

mathematical proof; I willalso discuss such problems as they arise.

(A) The Griterion of sens¡tive Dependence on lnitial
Conditions

(i) The Butterfly Effect

The "Butterfly Effect" is an often-repeated anecdote which is said to

illustrate the uniquely problematic nature of ostensibly chaotic systems -- for

example, the Earth's weather. Peter Smith offers a typícal formulation:

A small blue butterfly sits on a cherry tree in a remote province of China.
As is the way of butterflues, while it sits it occasionally opens and closes
its wings....and the miniscule difference in the resulting eddies of air
around the butterfly makes the difference between whether, two months
later, a hurricane sweeps across southern England or harmfully dies out
over the Atlantic. (p.247)

Similary, any chaotic system is supposed to exhibit this "sensítive dependence

on initial conditions". This attribute is supposed to be interesting because, when

combined with our necessary lack of complete and accurate knowledge about

the present state of any nátural system, it produces a radical failure in our ability

to predict the detailed long-term behaviour of many systems -- including systems

that we had dearly hoped to de-mystify, or even control; the weather is again the
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most obvious example. We can never obtain a perfectty complete and absolutely

accurate description of the Earth's weather at any given time, and so if it truly

possesses this sensitive dependence on our errors, our long-term predictions are

effectively no better than random guesses. (The question of whether the

hypothesis of the "Butterfly Effect" is actually internally incoherent wiil be

discussed in chapter 3.)

(¡i) Sensitive Dependence in the Lorenz Equations

Historical accounts of chaos (e.g., Gleick, Stewart, Hayles, Crutchfíeld,

Kellert, etc.) typically offer the simple 3-equatíon "Lorenz system" as a concrete

example of the above phenomenon. This mathematical model, which is arguably

the system most commonly cited as a paradigm case of "chaos", was introduced

by Edward Lorenz in 1963, in a now famous meteorology paper entí¡ed

"Deterministíc Nonperiodic Flow". ln this paper, Lorenz begins with a basic

model of air currents in the Earth's atmosphere -- calling it "a simplification of one

derived by Saltzman (1962) to study finite-amplitude convection", while admitting

that his "present interest is in the...nature of its solutions, rather than in its

contributions to the convection problem" (Lorenz 134). Lorenz's schematic

model consists of three now famous differential equatíons containing three

dependent variables (x, y, and z), an independent variable (t, representing time)

and three constants (10,28, and 8i3 are the constant values used by Lorenz

(136)); these equations can be expressed as follows:

dx/dt=-10x+10y
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dYldt=2Bx-Y-xz

dzldt. = 8zl3 + xy (Lorenz, p. 13s-6, simprified in stewart, p.136)

(The notation "dx/dt" signifies the derivative of x with respect to time; the

meaning of derivatives and differentiation will be explained shorily.)

Through an approximate process known as "iteration", the above system

can be used to provide an evolving model of convection: first, some arbitrary

initial values are chosen for the variables x, y and z, to represent the "initial

conditions" of the system. These values are insefted wherever ,'x", ,'yr and ,,2,,

appear in the right-hand sides of the three equations, each of which is then

evaluated. The three results are then taken as the changes in the values for x, y,

and z, respectivelyl, and the resulting values of these variables are once again

substituted for "X", "y", and "2" on the right-hand side of each equation.

("lteration" refers to any such repetitive process of using the previous values of

variables to compute their succeeding values.) Over time, the evolvíng values of

these three variables can be plotted on a graph, to trace out a 3-dimensional

path that, in a rough and qualititive way, resembles the motion of certain air

currents in the Earth's atmosphere (see Fig. 1) - although it should be noted that

the resulting graph (known as a "phase space" graph) is not a representation of

paths in 3-dimensional space. Rather, Lorenz's three varables X, y, and z

represent more abstract properties. As explained by Lorenz:

ln these equations X is proportional to the intensity of the convective
motion, while Y is proportional to the temperature difference between the
ascending and descending currents, símilar signs of X and Y denoting that
warm fluid is rising and cold fluid is descending. The variable Z is
proportional to the distortion of the vertical temperature profile from
linearity, a positive value indicating that the strongest gradients occur near
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the boundaries. (Lorenz 105)

However, the properties actually represented by these variables will be

unimporlant to the discussion that follows; "sensitive dependence" can appear ín

quantitative data independently of whether the data represent values in space,

temperature, or any other empirical property.

Lorenz apparently constructed thís 3-equation system as a simpler way of

reproducing some odd mathematical behaviour he had observed in a sligh¡y

more complicated model of the weather. While using a computer to calculate

the sequence of evolving values in the previous system, Lorenz had, purely by

accident (according to Gleick), made the surprising discovery that small

differences in the initial values he fed into the system, before the repetitive

process of iteration began, led to large-scale changes later in the system's output

sequence. ln other words, that system, as well as the 3-equation system above,

exhibited a dramatic sensitivity to initial conditions (Gleíck 14-24). ln his paper,

Lorenz deduces that his system (along with any other possible "finite system of

ordinary differential equations representing forced dissipative flow") can have no

stable solutions. A "solution" to this system would be a unique path of evolution

determined by a set of inítial values for x, y, and z. A "stable" solution would be a

path determined by a set of initial values for which values that deviated sligh¡y

would determine a relatively similar path. ln contrast, each solutíon for Lorenz's

system apparently exhíbits instability, whích is defined by Lorenz as the property

that "solutÍons temporarily approxímating it do not continue to do so". (141)

Lorenz also notes that "almost all of [the solutions] are nonperiodic" (136), where

"periodic" would refer to a possible path for the system that wouid repeat itself
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endlessly and at regular intervals.

Lorenz inferred these general conclusions about his system by observing

the patterns in the system's successive peaks for íts Z-values. lf a graph is

constructed in which each data point consists of one of these maximum values of

Z plotted against the previous maximum value olz, a very regular and

predictable pattern emerges (see Fig. 2), embodying the underlying structure in

Lorenz's quantitatively unpredictable system (this underlying structure will be

important to the question of whether or not chaos effectively equals randomness,

discussed below). From the shape of this graph, Lorenz deduced that, whíle

there appeared to be a certain number of periodic solutions (solutions for which

the sequences of maximum Z-values would repeat themselves indefinitely), any

solutions that were even slightly different would result in sequences that would

diverge from these periodic sequences exponentially over time. He also noted

that there were only a finite number of these periodic solutions, with every other

possible set of initial conditions resulting in a nonperiodic solution -- in other

words, that nonperiodic solutions infinitely outnumbered periodic solutions. And

each of these nonperiodíc solutions would also be unstable, for the same reason

that the periodic solutions were unstable (Lorenz 138-40).

ln other words, Lorenz's system appears to be plagued by two different

causes of unpredictability -- instability plus nonperiodicity. lts instability means

that nearly-identical conditions will produce radically different paths of evolution

(making the system's particular path difficult to predict ahead of time), and its

general nonperíodicity means that most possible paths of evolution will not

repeat themselves (making the system's future behaviour difficult to predict

through the alternative method of simply observing its previous behaviour along
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the same path). The combined effect is that the system's future behaviour can

only be predicted by determining precisely which possible path the system is

following -- information which can only be obtained by knowing the exact values

that the system started with.

Thus, in any real-world system wíth this kind of sensitivity, correct

long-term predictions could only be made if the initial conditions were known fully

and precísely, and it is obvious that in real-world cases, utterly precise

knowledge is essentially impossible. Lorenz concludes his paper by stating that

"Ii]n view of the inevítable inaccuracy and incompleteness of weather

observations, precise very-long-range forecasting would seem to be

non-existent", while cautioníng that his qualitative model proposes nothing about

what span of time would actually count as "very-long-range forecasting", which

could "conceivably...be a few days or a few centuries." (Lorenz 141)

(¡¡¡) Sensitive Dependence in the Real World

It is important to remain conscious of the logical leap implicit in Lorenz's

conclusion. Lorenz's iterated mathematical model has been plausíbly shown to

exhibit sensitive dependence; some evidence of this property can be obtained

simply by running the íterative process over again with slightly differing initial

conditions and watching the divergence grow progressively larger; also, Lorenz's

observations of the patterns in the system's maximum Z-values offer a

compelling argument that this property will be common to virtually all possible

initial values of the model. And the equations of Lorenz's model were based on

simplified forms of equations which he appears to consider relatively
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uncontrovers¡al in themselves as a model of convection, so Lorenz concluded

that the Earth's atmosphere must also share his model's property of sensitive

dependence. But this is not a rigorous proof; as Smith notes:

Admittedly, it is a big leap from the observation that the Lorenz model
exhibits the butterfly effect to the claim that more realistic models of the
atmosphere wíll show the same kind of sensitive dependence on initial
conditions. For it is another truth of dynamical systems...that even small
changes to the equations in a model can radícally affect how the model
works.... (Smith 255)

However, there is no way to verify the assertion of sensitive dependence in the

atmosphere through a more direct test. The ídeal method of verifyíng sensitive

dependence ín the weather would be to observe the evolution of the same

weather system from slíghtly different initial states - but since there is no way to

manually rearrange the weather ínto the desired initial states (and, as previously

noted, no way to tell precisely what state the weather is in anyway), such an

experiment is impossible. lt is theoretically possible that the atmosphere could

perform this experiment for us by coincidentally entering a state similar to some

previously observed state, so that we could then observe the differing paths of

evolution that succeeded the two similar states, but as Lorenz notes, "the variety

of possible atmospheric states is so immense that analogues need never occur."

(141)

There are, however, less complex real-world systems for which such

experiments can be performed. For example, the evolving motion of a ,'double

pendulum" (a pendulum suspended from the bottom of another pendulum) is

known to be sensitively dependent (Kellert 1993, B8-9), and it can be placed in
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slightly differing initial positions which can then be observed to evolve in quite

different ways2. But one of the values of chaos theory is supposed to be that it

can illuminate rather more complicated real-world systems, including many

systems where sensitive dependence cannot be directly verified by such

controlled experiments, such as the weather or the irregular orbit of the moon of

Saturn known as Hyperion (e.g., Hobbs 1993, 120-1). ln fact, there is another

sense of "chaos" under which chaotic behaviour can be more direcily verified in

such systems, but this is the second form of chaos, and will be discussed in the

next chapter.

The hypothesis that a complicated real-world system like the weather is

sensitively dependent implíes that no matter how well the dynamics of the system

are understood, no humanly possible amount of data-gathering can ever produce

successful long-term predictions. The primary observational prediction of this

real-world sensítive dependence ís that the accuracy of any possible theoretical

predictions will degrade over time, eventually to the point of becoming wildly

incorrect and useless. However, this could also be the primary observational

result of a variety of other hypothetical thíngs -- for example, a fundamentally

defective theory, a computational mistake, or a failure in the experimental

apparatus. lt is true that scientists confronted with quantitative failures in their

predictions have always had to choose among assumptions of theoretical

inadequacy, equipment defects, and other possible options; what is unusual

about the hypothesis of sensitive dependence in the realworld is that it seems to

predict nothing but predictive failure. Additionally, the standards for evaluating

models of sensitively dependent systems seem necessarily weaker than the

general standards by which scientific models are judged. Neils Bohr,s model of
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the atom was judged to be successful when its quantitative predictions were

repeatedly found to resemble values recorded in the real world (and later judged

to be inadequate when its quantitative predictions failed in more complicated

cases); but these standards are unavailable to models of sensitively dependent

systems.

Of course, it is trivially true that the existence of many of the common

entities and phenomena of modern science can be "verified" only indirectly; for

example, it seems fair to say that electrons cannot be "observed" in the same

sense that the larger material objects of everyday life can be (although the

criteria for what should count as a "theoretícal object" are actually somewhat

contentious, and will not be examined further here). lnstead, our belief in the

existence of electrons is commonly said to be based on some "inference to the

best explanation" -- meaning that, given certain empirical observations, the

theory that postulates the existence of electrons seems to explain these

observations better than do theories whích postulate other things (again, the

question of how one theory offers a "better" explanation than another has long

been a contentious issue, involving debate about which metatheoretical virtues of

rival theories are, or should be, invoked in theory choices; this is another topic on

which much has been written elsewhere). But the hypothesis of sensitive

dependence in the real world seems to involve another type of inference

altogether. Sensitive dependence is not offered as the "best explanation" for

observed empirical data, simply because the primary empirical consequences of

sensitíve dependence would be incorrect predictíons. At best, the inference is

rather more índirect: a given dynamical model is offered as the "best

explanation" for some kind of observed behaviour (for example, the Saltzman
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equations on wh¡ch Lorenz's model is based embody previous hypotheses about

the effects that mixed hot and cold fluids have on each other (Lorenz 196g,

135-7)); the model is independently observed to exhibit sensitive dependence;

finally, it is inferred that the reat system must also possess sensitíve
dependence.

It is sometimes suggested that the sensitive dependence proposed by

chaos theory can be more directly verified by watching for the characteristic way

that chaotíc systems multiply errors; for example, stone claims that

[i]t helps that the rate of error amplification in chaotic systems is
essentially constant. lndeed this constancy is an important empirical tool
in distinguishing noise due to chaos from other noise sources. liSAS, tzz¡

However, this can only work for real-world systems (such as the double
pendulum mentioned earlier) which are so simple that we can model them fully

enough to expect some kínd of quantitative correspondence between model and

reality (at least inítially; see endnote 2). ln a complicated system like the Earth's

atmosphere, in which our models are necessarily so simplified that we can

expect only qualitative correspondence with reality, there is no "error" to observe

- the difference between the output of the model and our empirical data from the

real world will be large, arbitrary, and perhaps impossible to obtain at all, due to

the lack of real-world units in the model (for example, Lorenz's mathematical data

lack any stated units of velocity or temperature; there is no sense of the scale at

which his model is intended to operate, if indeed this matters to him at all).

Worse yet, it may even be impossible to verify the existence of sensitive

dependence in mathematical modets. ln a short introductory article on chaos,
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mathematician Morris W. Hirsch discusses the frequently cited conclusions by

Lorenz:

By computer símulation Lorenz (1963) found that trajectories seem to
wander back and forth...in a random, unpredictable way. Trajectories
which start out very close together eventually diverge, wiÛr no relãtionship
between long run behaviors.

But this type of chaotic behavior has not been proved. As far as I am
aware, practically nothing has been proved about this particular system.
(Hirsch 198S, 191)

Hirsch notes that there are other systems for which such properties have

been rigorously proven to exist, but considers it "something of a scandal" that

nobody has been able to provide such proof in the case of the frequen¡y cited

Lorenz system, despite the fact that Lorenz himself stated that "[t]hese
conclusions have been based upon a finite segment of a numerically determined

solution. They cannot be regarded as mathematically proven." (1963, 140)

There appear to be two separate problems with conclusively
demonstrating the behavíoural properties of such a system, both of which Lorenz

alludes to in the above quote. The first problem is the necessity, already

díscussed, of investigating such systems from behind layers of approximation:

both the approxímate numerical methods needed in cases where the system

can't be integrated precisely, and the artificial truncation imposed by the

computers involved in the exercise. The second problem is due to the fact that

only a finite portion of the system's evolution can be observed in a finite amount

of time -- and therefore, as mathematicians c. A. da costa and F. A. Doria

assert, "[t]here is always the chance that the system is undergoing a very long
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and complicated transient state, before it settles down to some nice and regular

behavior." (1992, zg) Again, there are special systems whose complex

behaviour has apparently been proven to be non-repeatíng no matter how far

into the future the system evolves; for example, according to mathematician lan

Stewart, the system defíned by the Henon map (see subsection (iv) below and

sections (B) and (C) below) has been shown not to be merety "something with a

very long períod" (1989, 184). But in general, there appearto be sufficient
grounds for a healthy scepticism about whether the behaviour of systems

observed for a finíte period of time can be generalized to all possible times.

(iv) The Lyapunov Exponent: An objective Definition of
Sensítive Dependence?

Sensitive dependence, even in cases where it could be directly and

unproblematically observed, might seem like a mildly subjective criterion (who

defines what counts as "sensitive"?) but there ís at least one objective
mathematical definition for it: the presence of a "positive Lyapunov exponent,,3.

The Lyapunov exponent for a given inítial point in the system can be evaluated

by observing how an infinitesimally small change in initial conditions (known as

"ðx(0)") expands over time t to a larger difference (known as "Òx(t)"). The

Lyapunov exponent ("L") can be roughly defineda as follows (the equality in the

following formula is approximate):

llxlt¡l = ett llxlO¡l (e.g., in Ruele 1ss4,2s)

As explained by mathematical physicist David Ruelle, if the value of L is greater
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than zero, "the [adjacent] orbits diverge exponentialty, and we have sensitive

dependence on initial conditions" (Ruelle 25); obviously, for this "sensitive
dependence" to be a property of the system, this exponent should be positive for

virtually any inítial points, rather than merely a few atypical points. The Lyapunov

exponent seems to be widely offered as a good indicator of chaos; for example,

Cambel states that "[p]erhaps the most terse way of pronouncing a system to be

chaotic is to determine that there are positive Lyapunov coefficíents" (1gg3, 20g;

similarly approving declarations can be found in Stewart 1g8g, 106 and Gleick

1987, 253)

However, note that this criterion requires that we obtain precise
quantitative data regarding both the change in the initial conditions, and the

degree of subsequent change that this initial change creates. Such data can

only be obtained from systems where the underlying equations are known -- in
other words, from mathematical models. The Lyapunov exponent will be

impossible to evaluate ín complex real-world systems where it will be impossible

to observe the díffering results of similar initial condítions, because similar initial

conditions need never occur.

One possible suggestion at thís point ís that scientists might hope to

construct a "controllable" version of the weather in the laboratory, in which they

could perform controlled experiments by running successive trials with slight

differences ín initial conditions. However, quantitative conclusions from such a

hypothetical "toy" version of the weather will be every bit as suspect as

quantitative conclusions from the simplified Lorenz model, due to the fact that the

Lorenz system (and therefore any real system whose dynamics qualitatively

resemble it) is not "structurally stable". A structurally stable system is one whose
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phase-space evolut¡on would exh¡b¡t the same topological properties even if its

dynamics were slightly altered - for example, through the simplification inherent

in a model or in a reduced-scale laboratory version of the real system. As

Devaney explains:

..-if the dynamical system in question is not structurally stable, then the
small errors and approximations made in the model ñave a chance of
dramatically changing the structure of the real solution to the system.
That is, our'solution'could be radicalfy wrong or unstable. lf, on the other
hand, the dynamical system in question is structurally stable, then the
small errors introduced by approximations and experimental erors may
not matter at all: the solution to the model system may be equivalent or
topologically conjugate to the actuat solution. (53)

Devaney holds that there is good reason to suspect not only that the Lorenz

system is unstable in this sense, but that many other systems are as well:

-..most dynamical systems that arise in classical mechanics are not
structurally stable. There are also simple examples of systems such as
the Lorenz system from meterology that are 'fai'from Oéing structurally
stable. These systems cannot even be approximated...by stãOte systems.
(53)

Therefore, while it can be hypothesized that the weather possesses dynamics

which are in some way qualitatively similar to the Lorenz model, this same

hypothesis makes it impossible to quantitatively test for properties such as the

Lyapunov exponent in the weather itself by constructing controllable versions of

it, since nothing can count as a topologically valid model for an unstable system.

Thus, it will often be the case that the most objective-sounding test for sensitive

dependence can at best be applied to the real world only via an extra layer of
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inference from mathematical models.

And in fact, the Lyapunov exponent can also be difficult to evaluate even

in mathematical models. As Ruelle states, investigating the divergence from

nearby poínts in a single area is not.enough; it must be demonstrated that this

divergence exists across the entire system. For the proper sort of system (which

Ruelle defínes as one which "comes back close to the same points [in phase

spacel again and again' (1994,24); this further criterion for chaos is discussed in

the next subsection), the Lyapunov exponent will tend to be "the same almost

everywhere" - but even so, finding its actualvalue may be difficult:

...it ís rare that one can prove the existence of chaos analytically. The
standard way to show that a dynamical system is chaotic is by computer
study and numerical estimation of [the Lyapunov exponent] L. Finding
that L > 0 numerically [i.e., through estimation] does not prove
mathematically that the behavior of the dynamical system is chaotic.
(1994,26)

The Lyapunov exponent does have the advantage of providing an objective

criterion for what it is for a mathematical system to be chaotic; it reflects
properties that indisputably exist within a given mathematical system, whether or

not they can actually be seen. However, as a tool for empirically verifying the

existence of chaos according to strict mathematical criteria, it may possess no

special virtues.

(v) The lnadequacy of Sensitive Dependence

Chaos, considered as the production of a new form of impenetrable

disorder, must arguably be more than just sensitive dependence, however. lt is
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true that sensitive dependence is often loosely equated with ,,chaos,,; for

example, in a lengthy paper on chaos theory in Reviews of Modern physics, J. p.

Eckmann and David Ruelle write that

[s]ensitive dependence on initial conditions is also expressed by saying
that the system is chaotíc (this is now the accepted use of the word ch-aoi,
even though the original use by Li and Yorke (197S) was somewhat' different). (624)

Simílarly, a recent Scíentific American article on complexity theory mentions

"chaos" in passing, casually defining it as the study of "systems that
display...sensitive dependence to initial conditions and other mathematically

defined behavior" (Horgan 1995, 109). And philosopher Stephen Kellert defines

"chaotic unprectability" as something which occurs in "systems wíth sensitive

dependence on initial conditions", due to their tendency to "produce random or

chancy behavior" (1993, xii)

However, as some authors point out, there must be more to this kind of

chaos than sensitive dependence. For example, Peter smith holds that sensitive

dependence by itself will not necessarily pose sufficienily grave predictive

problems. He takes issue with the claim that chaotic systems are just systems

possessing positive Lyapunov exponents, arguíng that not all such systems will

have "the interestíng features" of chaos. Smith's example is a system defined by

the single equation:

x(t) = lt¡o

where x at any later time t is defined as 2 raised to the power of t, multiplied by
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the initial value of x ("x0"). Any two different initial values of x will curve away

from each other exponentially as time increases (this can be easily verified by the

fact that the system has a positive Lyapunov exponent (of log 2) lor every initíal

value), but they will curve away from each other in a regular and predictable way

(see Fig. 3), which Smith considers to be insufficient:

...if the initial state is pinned down into interval (a, b), then at time t the
system is somewhere in [the interval] (2ta,2tb); and we can indefinitely
keep halving the interval locating the system at any tater t by halving thå
initial margin of error.

To get an interesting case, of course, you typícally need not onty
exponential divergence of trajectories but at the same time ultimate
confinement of trajectories to some finitely bounded region of phase
space: this will force the tangling of posible trajectories which can yield
serious sensitive dependence (where e.g. halving the error in initial
conditions does not reduce predictive error at all). (1 991,252, note 3)

And indeed, many chaotic criteria introduce topological consíderations that seem

designed to weed out simple divergent systems like Smith's example; these

addítional criteria are discussed in the next section.

(B) The criteria of sensitive Dependence w¡th ropological
Qualifications

(i) Gonfined Sensitive Dependence

Smith's argument for the insufficiency of simple sensitive dependence in

creating the predictíve problems of chaos is plausible, but the "tangling of

trajectories" Smith hopes to accomplish through his additional criterion of
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"confinement" can also take ptace in a variety of systems with extremely regular

and predictable motion. For exampte, Stuart points out that an idealized

Newtonian model of a simple tossed coin is a system in which paths ending in

results of "heads" and "tails" have such closely mixed initial conditions that any

degree of initial uncertainty will cause us to be unable to predict the final result of

the coin toss; this property is responsible for our frequent use of realtossed coins

as conveníent generators of apparent "randomness" (Stuart 296-T). Of course,

in this case, it is technically true that there will be some small level of uncertaínty

that will be insufficient to defy our predictive efforts - but on the other hand, the

"coin" can also be made arbitrarily small, to create whatever desired degree of

"sensitive dependence" through "mixing" we might feel to be necessary in

satisfying Smith's criteria.

(ii) lrregularity

At this point, we might also give in and declare the tossed coín of the
previous section to be "chaotic", but it is certain that Stuart won't assent to this,

for he declares that "[t]he model coin isn't a chaotíc system. lt,s a perfecly
regular one." Thís declaration is important, because while no author ever offers

anythíng like a rígorous criterion for "irregularity", it seems to be at least an

implicit requirement of many accounts of chaos -- over and above mere
quantitative prediction problems. This is seen most clearly in the attempted

"apparent randomness" criterion of Ford and Batterman discussed in section (E)

below, but is also typical of more casual formulations, such as a recen t physics

Today article that introduces chaos as being "wild", "perplexing',, and "frequently
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mistaken for noise". (Ott and Spano 1gg5, g4)

However, not only is "irregularity" maddeningly vague as a criterion, it

invalidates many other initially plausible criteria. For example, a more concrete

mathematical illustration of why sensitive dependence and confinement are

insufficient for the interesting (i.e., "irregular") predictive problems attributed to

"chaos" can be obtained by considering a hypothetical system which seems to

meet all of Smith's criteria, yet remains "regutar":

x(t) = sin(txo)

The sine function, taken in itself, is a function which cycles between +1 and -1

during every multiple of 2(pi) -- so even the sine of a very large number will

produce some value between +1 and -1; the above system is thus "confíned"

between these two valuess. And adjacent values will diverge nonlinearly -- the

term ("txo") ínside the sine-function brackets ensures that different initial values

will produce curving paths that diverge due to their different degrees of curvature

(see Fig. a). And this system would seem to produce a quite adequate form of

"tangling", given that, for large values of t, it meets Smith's requirement that

"halving the error in initial conditions does not reduce predictive error at all,,.

After enough time has passed, the only thing we will be able to conclude in the

absence of precise knowledge of the initial value of x is that the system has

sorne value between +1 and -1. The problem with this system is that all of its

possible paths seem quite "regular"; for any initial value, the system will simply

cycle between -1 and +1 forever, with an unvarying period that depends only on

the initial value of the system (it will repeat once for every multíple ol 2(pi)
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achieved by the terms in the brackets of the sine function). ln other words, every

possible path of evolution will be completely periodic, yet have a different period

of repetition from any other possible path. Therefore, despite possessing both

sensitive dependence and confined, mixed trajectories, this system poses no

long-term predictive problems. lt remains plausible that some form of "tangling,,

or "mixing" in adjacent evolutionary paths of a system is necessary for chaos, for

the reasons that Smith cites, but such behaviour seems to require a stricter

characterization than Smith gives, if the "irregularity" of chaos is to be preserued.

(iii) sensitive Dependence and Mixing (precisely characterized)

Smith's requirement does seem to be more precisely captured by what

one introductory mathematical textbook on chaos (Devaney lg6g) calls

"topological transitivity". As explained by philosopher John Winnie, who invokes

this criterion in another context6, topological transitivity means that within the

domain of a given system, "any subinterval (however small) contains at least one

point whose orbit enters any other subinterval (however smail or distant from the

first)" (Winnie, 266). ln general, a system possessing the property of topological

transitivity will also meet the weaker requirement of being ,,ergodic,, (Winnie 267)

-- a requirement that is more frequently invoked as a criterion for chaos. An

ergodic system is defined by Winnie as any system in whích "[s]ome poínt in the

domain of [the system] has an orbit that intersects every subinterval of [the
domain of the systeml,'. (Winnie 1gg2, 266)

Cambel attempts to explain the strong epistemologícal consequences of

ergodicity by stating that it is "indicative of irreversibility [because]...Unlike a
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deterministic system, an ergodic system is independent of its initial position."

(Cambel 150) Of course, Cambel's opposition of ergodicity and determinism

cannot be taken literally, given that we are presumably still discussing

deterministic physical or mathematical systems, but there is a sense in which our

ability to retrodict the original position of a badly "mixed" system becomes

progressively threatened as the degree of mixing increases -- and in the

hypothetical case of infinite mixing known as "ergodicity", we may require

infinítely precise knowledge of the system's current conditions to distinguish

between the adjacent results of two initiaily distant positíons.

Also, as detailed by Eckmann and Ruelle in a lengthy physics paper, this

property can have useful statistical consequences for the investigation of the

systems which possess it:

Ergodic theory says that a time average equals a space average...A basic
virtue of the ergodic theory of dynamical systems ís that it allows us to
consider only the long-term behavior of a system and not to worry about
transients. (Eckmann and Ruelle 61g)

What they appear to mean is that because an "ergodic" system must possess a

path of evolution that passes through every possible region of the system, the

allowable phase space of the system will eventually become infinitely packed

with this path : making it possible to conclude, for example, that any arbitrarily

chosen 114 of the allowable volume will contain 1/4 oÍ this path, and thus the

system will on average spend 114 of its total time in that region.

But even sensitive dependence combined with this stronger sense of

"mixing" (whether the "mixing" is formalized as "topologicat transitivity" or the

somewhat weaker requirement of "ergodicity") can be attained in a very regular
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and ordered systemT. obviously, there is a "right" and a "wrong" sort of mixing

involved in chaos.

A typical illustration of the proper sort of mixing process apparen¡y
required for true "disorder" is given by Crutchfield:

, Chaos mixes the orbits in state space in precisely the same way as a
baker míxes bread dough by kneading it. One can imagine what happens
to nearby trajectories on a chaotic attractor by placing a drop of blue food
coloring in the dough. The kneadíng is a combination of two actions:
rolling out the dough, in which the food coloring is spread out, and folding
the dough over....after considerable time the biob is stretched anã
refolded many times. On close inspection the dough consists of many
layers of alternating blue and white...The blue dye is thoroughly mixeå
with the dough. (52; símilar accounts can be found in Stewart l¿S, GteicL
51, etc.)

One mathematical system typically cíted as having exacily this "right" sort

of mixing is the Henon ffiap, generated by the equations gíven in section C (ii)

below (and which seems to be second only to the Lorenz system in terms of the

frequency at which it is cited as a paradigm case of ,'chaos"). The astronomer

Michel Henon is credited with

...[inventing] a much simpler system of equations than Lorenz's which
íncorporated their main feature: stretching and folding....lf you run the
equations on a computer then, no matter what values you start wíth,
successive poínts rapidly home in on [a] delicate structure, never breaking
the multi-layered pattern. But, on the other hand, you can never guess
whereabouts within the layers the next point will fall....The interplay
between regularity and randomness is baffling (stewart 1s2-3).

The "delicate structure" produced by successive iterations of Henon's system is

shown in Fig. 5. lt is true that there seems to be less "regularity" in this system
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than in my sine-wave system, and that there appears to be a more drastic form of

"mixing" at work. However, we would presumably like to be able to draw more

than this vague distinction of degree between the two systems.

Additionally, as with virtually all the criteria presented so far, these

topological criteria present certaín verification problems. Da Costa and Doria

offer a mathematical proof that there can be no possible "general algorithmic

procedure" to tell whether or not a given system is ergodic, or whether or not a

given system with four or more dimensions possesses a "Smale horseshoe"

structure (another iterative topological procedure of "stretching and folding"

(Stuart 146-9), simply by examining the equations of the system (1gg1, 1067).

Of course, this does not mean that such questions cannot be setiled for some

systems (obviously, a system explicítly constructed according to a Smale

horseshoe mapping will possess Smale's horseshoe structure). On the other

hand, da Costa and Doria apparently demonstrate that there can be no

universally applicable test for chaos, stating that,,fo r any nontrivial

characterization of chaos in a dynamical system there will always be systems

where proving the existence of chaos is unatainable within reasonable standard

axiomatízatíons."8 (1 992, 7 5)

(v¡) sensitive Dependence, w¡th Mixif,g, ând Dense periodic
Points

There is an addítíonal criterion that will distinguish between my

excessively "regular" ergodic and topologically transitive system and some of the

paradigm cases of chaos. This criterion is also proposed in the chaos textbook

mentioned above (Devaney 1g8g, 50); that textbook proposes a tripartite
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definition of "chaos" - sensitive dependence, plus topological transitivity, plus the

criterion of "dense períodic points". As explained by Winnie, this new criterion

means that "every subinterval of [the system's domain] contains a periodic point"

(266) -- ín other words, for any arbitrary interval in the allowed domain of the

system in phase space, there must be at least one possible periodic orbit passing

through that interval. ln fact, this property is exploited in the experiments

described in the physics paper "controlling chaos" (ott and spano 19gs;

discussed in the next chapter), which details how chaotic systems can be useful

due to the fact that they "typically have embedded within them an infinity of

unstable periodic orbits" (ibid. 35). Also, recall the origínal fínding of Lorenz that

his system possessed a wide array of (unstable) periodic solutions (196g, 140-2).

ln contrast to Lorenz's system, the ergodic system I proposed above will

have no periodic solutions whatsoever -- all possible paths will have X values

which oscillate between +1 and -1 at an ever increasing rate, and will thus never

repeat themseives. Unfortunately, periodic solutíons may also be absent in the

Henon system discussed above, since there seems to be no particular reason

why a system defined exclusively ín terms of its property of takíng an initial

distribution of points and "stretching and folding" them into an infinitely deep fine

structure should have any points leading to repeating orbits. Admittedly, this fear

is based on nothing more than topological intuition, but it is far from unfounded,

since even Devaney admits that his chosen criteria are somewhat arbitrary, and

will exclude at least some "imporlant examples":

There are many possible definitions of chaos in a dynamícat system, some
stronger and some weaker than ours. We choose this particular definition
because it applies to a large number of important examples and because,
in many cases, it is easy to verify. (Devaney 50)
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Given such an admission as a preface to what appears to be one of the most

rigorously objective definitions of chaos available, there certainly seem to be

grounds lor a prioriscepticism about any attempt to unífy the concept of "chaos".

(C) The Criterion of Nonintegrability

(¡) The Trouble W¡th lteration

Sensitive dependence is not the only problem that Lorenz's system

confronts us with; there ís an additional source of predictive error lurking in the

mathematical techniques we must employ ín using his model. The Lorenz

equatíons can only be solved through a method of iteration such as the one

discussed aboves, but any such method is only an approximate way of

investigating the evolution of a system of differential equations. The three

differentíal equations that describe his system are continuous expressions, yet

the method of iteration produces only a discontinuous series of data points -- and

in fact, each of these points falls only approximately on the "real" curve of the

system's evolution. ln some systems, thís might provide a reasonable estimate

of the system's actual path, but the Lorenz system ís assumed to be wildly

sensitive to variations ín initial conditions. Therefore, since each data point

produced with Euler's method of iteration is by definition slightly incorrect, we can

expect that this error wíll multiply rapídly over time -- and there will be further

errors introduced by the âpproximation inherent in every stage of the iterative

process, each of whích will also multiply over time in a compounding sequence of

expanding error piled upon expanding error. Furthermore, there is still another
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source of error -- in the computing equipment used to investigate this
mathematical model, which can only catculate vatues to a certain finite number of

decimal places and must artificially truncate all further decimals -- and of course

these computational inaccuracies can also be expected to multiply drastically

over time in a sensitively-dependent system.

(¡¡) lntegrability vs. Nonintegrability

These catastrophic side-effects of the method of iteration could be

eliminated if there existed a mathematical shortcut for calculating long-term

predíctions without having to perform a long sequence of iterations to calculate

all the intervening states. There are many equations for which such shortcuts

are possíble; they are known as "integrable", because they are amenable to the

mathematical technique known as "integration". This technique can be simply

defined as the opposite process to the technique known as "differentiation,,,

which is most easily illustrated in a two-variable case such as the equation

Y=4x

in which y is defined as a "function" of x --.its value at any point depends on the

corresponding value of x; in this case, for any x, y will have a value four times as

large. lf y is plotted on a graph against x, the result will be a straight, sloping line.

"Differentiating y" consists in finding the expression for slope of this line, via a
series of well-understood mathematical rutes. ln more complex expressions, this

slope may vary at any poínt; in the present case it will be constant; the resulting

expression is:

dyldx = 4
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which means that "the graphed line for y has a slope with a value ol 4 al every

point". ln physical terms, if x is an expression of the position of an object atong

some x-axis, then d></dt -- the slope of the position-function, or the rate of change

ot the position -- will express the velocity of the object along that axis, since

velocity is simply the rate at which a position changes. tn turn, differentiating the

function describing the object's velocity will produce a functíon descríbing its

acceleration (since acceleration is the rate at which velocity changes), and so on.

lntegration can be defined as the opposite process -- the process of

finding an "anti-derivative" for a given expressíon; in other words, the process of

obtaining an expression that, if it were dífferentiated, would result in the present

expression. Thus, performing integration on both sides of "dyldx = 4,, would

result in the original expression, "y = 4x". Unlike differentiation, íntegration can

be problematic -- most functions can be easily differentiated, using a símple

system of rules, but only certain functions can be integrated by following
generalized rules; many others can only be integrated by labor-íntensíve trial and

error methods, or by depending on the previous labour of others (there are

published reference works consisting entirely of lists of functions and the

integrals that have been found for them). More importantly, many expressions --

such as the Lorenz system -- appear to be impossible to integrate at all.

The relevant consequence of integrability for chaos is that íntegrating a

given function or system will generally (although not always, as noted in

Batterman 51) provide a single expression for each variable in the system, from

which any desired future values of that variable can be obtained - without any

need for iteration. For example, if the Lorenz system could somehow be

integrated, we might hope to produce three equations like the following:
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x(t) = F(xo, yo, zo, t)

y(t) = G(xo, yo, zo, t)

z(t) = H(xo, yo, zo, t)

where notation such as "F(x', ys, zs, t)" refers to an unknown function involvíng

only time ("t") and the three initial values of x, y, and z -- and since these three

values are already known, we could make predictions for later values of x, y, and

z at any time in the future simply by substitutíng these known initial values and

the desired time ("1") into the above three equations -- if only we knew what the

equations were. We would no longer suffer the stage-by-stage multiplication of

our errors that the method of iteration produces. This might lead to the
conclusion that integrable systems, which need not be iterated, cannot pose the

appropriate predictive problems required for chaosro.

However, integrability is arguably a red herring in the search for a criteríon

for chaos. The integrability or nonintegrability of a system like the Lorenz system

has nothing to do with the sensitive dependence of its dynamics, and being able

to integrate a sensitively-dependent system would not necessarily be helpful in

making accurate long{erm predictions. lt is true that being able to integrate the

system would remove the explosive errors caused by the approximate method

discussed above, but this would only allow us to make good predictions about

future states of the model. This would not help us to make good predictions

about the real-world system itself, since given a sensitively dependent real-world

system, we must still confront the dual problems that the real system cannot be

adequately modelled, and that even given an adequate model, we could never
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obtain adequate ínformation about the initial conditions. lt may be generally true

that chaotic systems will be noníntegrable, but this is simply because chaotic

systems must be nonlinear (see the following section for an explanation of
nonlinearity), and ín contrast to linear functions, nonlinear functions can be

difficult, and often impossible, to integrate.

Furthermore, the question of integration is often completely irrelevant,

because many systems commonly discussed in the literature on chaos theory

are explicitly specified as a purely iterative procedure -- so that the idea of
worrying that there is no way to integrate them becomes nonsensical. For
example, many writers (e.g., Crutchfield 53, StewarI152, Gleick 14g, Camb el71)
use the "Henon map" as an example of chaos. The Henon map is specified by

the following equations:

X,*,= âX,(1 -X,) +y¡
y¡*1 = bx, (Cambel, p.71)

(The notation "x," refers to the ith value of x; "x,*," refers to the value following the

ith value in the iterative process; a "map" is a term for a system explici¡y defined

as an iterative procedure.) Therefore, unlike the 3-equation Lorenz system
discussed above, which is specified by continuous differential equations, a
system defined in this way can be investigated through iteration without adding

an additíonal layer of inaccuracy between the observed values of the model and

the "real" values the model ought to possess.

(D) The Griterion of Nonlinearity

Another commonly repeated requirement for chaos is that chaotic systems
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must be "nonlinear" (Gleick 1987,68; Kellert 1993,2). Nonlinearity, in this

sense, refers to equations which contain "nonlinear terms" -- that is, elements

which vary in a way that cannot be described by a straight line (for example,

because they are multiplied by other variables, by themselves, or by

trigonometric functions like the "sine" function). For example, "y + 3x" ís a linear

expressíon, since it involves only isolated variables without exponents or other

complicating factors; however, "Xr',, "xy" and ',sin x" are nonlinear terms. The

difference between linear and nonlinear terms can be envísioned as follows:

graphing any linear term (or any functíon involving only linear terms) will result in

a straight line, but when nonlinear terms are present, no such straight-line

relationship can exist.

And it does appear that nonlinearity is required for any sort of interesting

or complicated behaviour, despite the rather negative tone of the word

"nonlinear". This word is due to the early tendency in the physical sciences to

use exclusively linear approximations for modelling physical phenomena, due to

the fact that linear systems can be solved explicítly, using a set of general, well

understood methods (Gleick 68); they can usually be integrated, for example.

With nonlinear equations, no such guarantee exists -- there will be no general

method by which to integrate them, it might be impossible to integrate them at all,

and the only way to investigate such mathematical systems may be to resort to

approximate numerical methods such as the methods of iteration discussed

above. But nonlinearity is often held to be vastly more representative of natural

systems than línearity; several writers (e.g., Gleick 68) repeat a famous quote of

mathematician Stanislaw Ulam to the effect that "to call the study of chaos

'nonlinear science'was like calling zoology 'the study of nonelephant animals"'
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(¡b¡d.68).

However, while nonlinearity seems quite necessary for any of the

behaviour ascribed to "chaos", it is also insufficient; the most that can be

deduced ís the negative criterion that linear systems are a priorinon-chaotíc, but

since any model of a real phenomenon that is even marginally representational

will generally include nonlinear terms, using linearity as a falsifying criterion for

chaos will not eliminate enough candidate models to be helpful. Also, the

previously discussed criterion of "sensitive dependence", defined as exponential

(i.e., nonlinear) divergence between adjacent ínitial points, impliciily subsumes

the criterion of nonlinearity, it seems redundant to bother going on to characterize

chaotic systems as "nonlinear". Nonlinearity is thus both the most

uncontroversially necessary criterion for chaos and the least illuminating.

(E) The Griterion of Randomness

The physicist Joseph Ford holds the "disordered" nature of chaotic

systems to be of fundamental importance, and attempts to define chaos through

a rigorous definition of appropriate randomness (Batterman 1gg3a, 5Z). Ford, at

least accordíng to Robert Batterman's reconstruction of his views, holds that a

chaotic system is one whose output is "algorithmically random". Ford obtains

this definition from "the algorithmic complexity theory of Andrei Kolmogorov,

Gregory Chaitin, and Ray Solomonov", and Batterman summarizes their
definition of randomness as follows:

...this definition asserts that a sequence is random just in case the
shortest program which would compute it on [a] universal ruring
machíne...is essentially the program which says, print X' where X is a
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ln other words, such a sequence is without redundancies or precise patterns of

any kind. But there are at least two problems in holding that chaos exists
whenever thís type of randomness is observed.

The first problem is raised by Batterman himself, who argues that there

are many examples of integrable systems which would meet Ford,s criterion of

"randomness", although Ford would agree that no integrabte system can be

chaotic. For example, the output of an ideal roulette wheel is algorithmically

random, and yet the wheel is an integrabte system -- future states of the wheel

can be unproblematically predicted, given both a complete expression of the
underlying dynamics, and a reasonably accurate knowledge of its initial
conditions. Batterman concludes that algorithmic randomness in a system,s

output "is only a typical consequence of... chaos, [but] not a sufficient condition

for it." (65)

However, Batterman is still giving the randomness criterion far too much

credit; there are systems held to be paradigm cases of chaos which fail to satisfy

Ford's account of randomness in at least two independent ways. First of all, as

discussed in section A (ii) above, if the output of the Lorenz system is observed

in the appropriate way, it no ronger appears to be completely random; Lorenz,s

original paper demonstrates that a strikingly precise and regular structure
emerges if each successive peak value in the Z axis of his system is plotted

against the previous peak value (see Fig. 2). As lan stewart notes, ,,[iJt,s not

true to say that Lorenz fóund no pattern, that nothing was predictable. On the

contrary, he found a very definite pattern." (139) ln fact, the emergence of this

pattern should not even be regarded as surprising; Lorenz himself states that he
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sought such a pattern in the Z values only as an attempt to more clearly illustrate

the qualitatively predictable behaviour he noticed in his initial plot of the data
(which resembled a more skeletal version of Fig. 1). lf we closely examiníne the

double-loop form of this plot, Lorenz states,

...we find that the trajectory apparently leaves one spiral only after
exceeding some critical distance from the center. Moreover, the extent to
which this distance is exceeded appears to determine the point at which
the next spiral is entered; this in turn seems to determine ihe number of
circuits to be executed before changing spirars again.

It therefore seems that some single feature of a given circuit should
predict the same feature of the following curcuit. e su¡table feaure of this
sort is the maximum value of Z, which occurs when a circuit is nearly
completed. (1969, 1gg)

And his graph of the successive maximu m Z values can be used to
generate quantitatíve predictions about future maiximum Z values. lt remains

true that such predictions can only be accurate to a finite degree, unless they are

based on perfectly accurate initial data (this was the "instabitity" noted by
Lorenz), and so long{erm predictions will show an accumulating error -- and it
also remains true that Lorenz's conclusions are inferences based on data
acquired only through an imprecise method of numerical estimation. But Ford,s

criterion of pure randomness is falsified if any "shortcut" is found for representing

the output of the system with less information than a complete list of the output
itself, and this seems to indicate at least a minor shortcut. Of course, in the
limiting case where infinitely precise data are demanded, it may remain true that

no such representational shortcuts are possible, but for any finite degree of
precision - that is, any case that can be specified and computed in the real world
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-- some minor "shortcut" should always be possible. Therefore, absolute
randomness of output is neither sufficient nor necessary for chaos, since chaotic

systems seem to be at best "quasi-random".

secondly, chaotic systems seem to defy Ford's (and Batterman,s)
definition of randomness in another way. Recall that Ford's definition requires

that for a sequence to be "algorithmically random", the shortest program required

to reproduce the sequence must effectively contain a listing of the entire
sequence. Yet the paradigm chaotic system known as the Henon map appears

to consist of a perfectly adequate algorithm that can be expressed in just two
lines:

X,*,= âX,(1 -x,)+y¡
Y¡*1 = bX, (Cambel, p.71)

This algorithm does not need to increase in complexity to generate longer
sequences of output data, and it certainly does not contain anything analogous to

a complete "copy" of íts output sequence, so the motivation for such a claim is

difficult to discern. (Even the Lorenz equations seem to constitute a short and
perfectly valid "algorithm", in the sense that they consist of a finite sequence of
rules that dictate all future evolution of the system, although in this case the issue

is muddied by the fact that the Lorenz "algorithm" is not computable, except

through approximate methods.)

One clue to Batterman's allegiance to this criterion is províded when he

declares Ford's specification of it to be "a more precise formulation of some of

[Mark] Stone's remarks" (44). ln the paper to which Batterman ís referring,
philosopher Mark Stone draws a distinctíon between systems whose future
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states can be generated from "closed-form" algorithms, and those which require

"open-form" algorithms. A standard definition of this terminology is given in

Crutchfield's Scienfific American article (1986), in whích Crutchfield defines a

"closed-form solution" to a system as one which "provides a short cut, a simpler

algorithm that needs only the initial state and the final time to predict the future

without stepping through intermediate states." (4g) (as Batterman notes, this

distinction sounds effectively similar to the integrable/nonintegrabte distinction

discussed above). Noting that such a solution ís typically impossible for the

systems studied ín the "growing new area of research...known as determinístic

chaos", Stone (1989) asserts that such systems, though predetermined, ought to

be considered unpredictable by definition:

We expect that a predíction is accomplished on less than complete
ínformation about the system; that Ís wlrat makes it a predictíon and not
just an inspection. But an open form algorithm wíll just replicate all the
relevant information about the system under consideration; there is no
short cut. Thus it is not a prediction. (127)

But this distinction seems arbitrary. Surely the mathematical contortions

required to produce the output of a given mathematical system are irrelevant to

the question of whether the results count as "predictions" -- no matter what we

demand from a "prediction" (for example, a description of what that system

would do again if the same conditions were repeated, a description of what a

second identical system would do under the same conditions , or adescription of

what might occur in the real-world system that the mathematical system might be

modelling). Stone himself suggests the latter sense of "prediction" when he

begins his argument by saying, "[s]uppose we have some physícal system under
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study..-[and] that we have actuatly discovered the (open form) algorithm that
drives the system, and we attempt to use this in making our prediction,,, making

his claims seem all the more unmotivatedri.

(F) Gonclusion

Although "chaos" is commonly held to represent various novel forms of
unpredictability in deterministic systems, the evident lack of generally
agreed-upon criteria for this sense of "chaos" is no accident. lt appears to be

impossible to construct a single definition that can cover all of the systems
commonly described as "chaotic", while excluding all of the systems which ought

to fail -- especially if the widespread and implicit criterion of ',irregularity" is taken

at all seriously. On the other hand, it is difficult to díscern how the vague demand

for "irregularity" ought to be treated, given that the attempt to formalize it through

a rigorous account of "randomness" is a failure, due to the fact that most

common examples of chaos do not possess true randomness. Chaotic systems

thus seem to be trapped on an awkward middle ground between excessive
regularity and excessive irregularity, a region that may be impossible to
demarcate rigorously. ln the end, "chaos", in this sense of unpredictabílity, may

represent less of a unified or isolable phenomenon than the símple recognition

that systems defined by uncomplicated rules can exhibit surprisingly complicated

and unpredictable behaviour -- where "complexity", "unpredíctabilíty", and

"surprisíng" are every bit,as vague as they sound, defined only in terms of certain

systems' impenetrability to older mathematical tools that relied on the viability of

linear and periodic estimates and the non-multiplication of small errors.
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Furthermore, many of the proposed criteria and partial criteria for chaos
pose addítional verification problems. Therefore, over and above the question of

what counts as chaos in principle, there is the additionat question of
dístinguishing chaos from non-chaos in practice, and it appears that this
empirical problem will remain intractable for many systems (especially real-world

systems) even if general agreement on a unified definition of "chaos,, can be

attained.
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2. CHAOS DEFINED AS EMERGENT ORDER
FROM APPARENT DISORDER

While chaos is often described only as some form of quantitative

unpredictability (of an ill-defined "irregular" nature), there is also a certain

tendency to talk about chaos theory as províding a methodology that can reveal

various forms of "order" ín complex or apparently random systems, especially

complex real-world systems. This view of "chaos" is commonly centered around

accounts of the "strange attractors" which are said to be characteristic of chaotic

systems; the majority of this section will be devoted to the various properties

ascribed to these objects. However, as I will show, the traditional crite ria Íor

"strange attractors" are even more hopelessly vague -- and thís problem may be

insoluble, since the conflícting demands on these entíties may be such that there

is no way to formulate non-vague critería for them. On the other hand, the

mathematical theory involved in the investigation of "strange attractors', does

seem to produce genuinely useful techniques for making predictions about

complicated systems, even if it provides inadequate grounds for dístinguishing

between inherently "chaotic', and "non-chaotic" systems.

(A) Strange Attractors

It is commonly stated that chaotic systems should possess "strange
attractors" (e.9., Crutchfield 50-1; Cambel 208) . This term is used to cover a

variety of topological criteria for a system's behaviour ín phase space. Some of

these criteria are the same as those discussed in the previous major section --
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except that in this case they are not being invoked as part of a description of how

a system can be qualitatively unpredictable; rather, they are being invoked as

part of a description of how a system can exist in a form of partial "order,,that lies

somewhere between pure randomness and true regularity. lt is apparent that
there are many cases in which the presence of "chaos" is being recognized not

by a system's evident randomness, but by its evident failure to achieve
randomness; this latter criterion often appears to be satisfied on the somewhat

arbitrary basis of whether or not a given viewer perceives a "pattern" in the
dynamics of the data emergíng from an experiment. Strictly speaking, a "strange

attractor" should satisfy both standard crite ria for an "attractor" of a dynamical

system, while possessing the addítional qualíties necessary for "strangeness,,;

however, the first set of critería do not always appear to be rigorously applied in

practíce, and the second set of criteria seem dífficult or impossible to formulate.

(¡) Attraction

lnvoking the concept of an "attractor" for a system places addítional

demands on its behaviour, over and above the topological critería of the previous

major section (this is one reason that "chaos as emergent order" is conceptually

separable from "chaos as unpredictabílity", despite the congruence of some of

the mathematical criteria invoked within each concept). As explained above,

certain forms of "mixing" of initially adjacent paths of evolution may be quite

sufficient to create the quantitative predictíve problems to which ,,chaos as

unpredictability" is supposed to refer. However, accounts of "strange attractors',

not only require this sort of phase-space structure, but demand that the system

be compelledlowards producing this sort of structure; this demand imparts at
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least two new criteria, both of which must often be expressed as counterfactuals.

First, it is required that the system would havetended toward the same structure

in phase-space, even if it had been given different initial values -- and this must

ínclude values located outside of the phase-space region to which it ís
"attracted". As Gleick expfains, an attractor

...is not just any trajectory of a dynamical system. lt is the trajectory
toward which all other trajectories converge. That is why the choice of
starting conditions does not matter. As long as the starting point lies
somewhere near the attractor, the next few points will converge to the
attractor with great rapidity. (Gleick 150)

Therefore, a system that is simply confined (via external constraints - say, a rigid

box) to a certain region in phase space cannot automatically be said to possess

an "attractor". The system itself must have internal dynamical properties such

that at least some initial paths outside some "attracting" region of phase space

will be drawn inexorably toward it. (Since every system in a finite universe ís in

principle bounded in some way, the lack of such properties would presumably

mean that every system had an "attractor".)

The second counterfactual criterion is that a system producing values in

this "attracting" region must continue to do so forever, in the absence of

perturbation. Ruelle explains this as follows:

...the system of interest, after some transients, establishes itself in an
asymptotic regime where it comes back close to the same points [in phase
spacel again and again. The set of points in phase space to which it
returns is called an attractor of the dynamical system. (1994,24)

ln fact, the system should be able to remain within the "attracting" structure even
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if the fundamental dynamics of the system are slightly per-turbed - this property,

mentioned in the previous chapter, is known as "structural stability" (Stewart

107-8), and can be more rigorously defined as follows:

a map /is structurally stable if every "nearby" map is topologically
conjugate to /and so has essentially the same dynamics...li, no matter
how we perturb f or change /slightly, we get an equivalent dynamicat
system, then the dynamicalstructure of f is stable. (Devaney s3)

These criteria, of course, will lead to problems of induction in many real-world

cases where chaos is "detected" by observing that some set of data form an

"attractor". Or rather, these criteria would lead to problems of induction if they

were taken seriously. However, in practice, the word "attractor" often seems to

be invoked rather sloppily, and used to describe systems for which there are no

evident grounds for additional hypotheses about the counterfactual behaviour of

the same system under different starting conditions, or about the behaviour of a
topologically "nearby" system with similar but not identícal dynamícs. For

example, an article in the popular magazine Omnidescribes the belief of
neuroscientist Paul Rapp that he has detected "strange attractors" in the EEG

signals of subjects performing backwards-counting tasks of varying difficulty:

When the EEG signal is fed into a computer and transformed into an
abstract structure -- a stranqe attractor -- Rapp can immediately see a
difference. When subjects are subtracting by seven, the strange attractor
is rich and complex....ln the much simplei task of subtracting'by two, the
strange attractor suddenly flattens out in one plane, resembling ã frisb.e
seen from the side. Mathematícally the structure is in fact less
complicated, or'chaotic'. (McAuliffe 1990, 48)
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(Also note that this particular article further muddies the conceptual waters by

using "chaos" as a synonym for "complexity".) Similarly, lan Stewart (19gg) cites

the results of two scientists seeing similar two-dimensional "attractors" in the

sequences of measles cases per month in New York and Baltimorel2 (276),in
which the designatíon of "attractor" seems to be based only on certain qualitative

similarities between the apparent structure in the data of the two cases, rather

than any suggestion that the event structure in each case would have emerged

under different conditions; this is coupled with the hypothesis that a cross-section

of the attractors has a general appearance that "strongly suggests the presence

of chaos". (275)

An even looser account of chaos-as-order is given in a drípping-faucet

experiment performed by Robert s. shaw, one of the co-authors of the
Crutchfield paper. ln this experiment, the data resulting from the successive time

intervals between the drips from a faucet were plotted agaínst each other (usíng

the method discussed in note 7), and the resulting plots were declared to be

depictions of the "chaotic attractors" for the system. (crutchfield 56) crutchfíeld

concludes that

It could have been the case that the randomness of the drops was due to
unseen influences, such as small vibrations or air currents. ìt tnat was so,
there would be no particular relation between one interval and the next,
and the plot of the data taken in pairs would have shown onty a
featureless blob. The fact that any structure at all appears in the plots
shows the randomness has a deterministic underpinning (CrutchfielO SO)

This correlation seems intuitively correct in one sense; for any system

whose behaviour is determined by some set of underlying dynamical laws, it
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seems reasonable to expect that its output data should demonstrate a more

evident "structure" than a lawless and "random" system would produce. But if we

take Crutchfield's account seriously, it would seem that strange attractors have

been reduced to nothing more than a flag for distinguishing determinism from

randomness in complicated data sets. And if strange attractors are to be

considered a sufficient indicator of chaos, this would in effect make every

determínistic system count as "chaotic".

Crutchfield also makes inferences about the underlying "chaotic" (in the

sense discussed in the prevíous chapter) dynamics of the system from nothing

more than the shape of this "attractor", stating that it has "the horseshoelike

shape that is the signature of the simple stretching and folding process discussed

above"- (56) And even these somewhat indírect inferences may only be

available in special cases; Crutchfield adds that "[o]ther data sets seem more

complicated; these may be cross sections of higher-dimensional attractors. The

geometry of attractors above three dimensions is almost completely unknown at

this time." (53)

(¡¡) Strangeness

The difficulty in formulating rigorous criteria to distinguish chaotic
attractors from just any old "blob of data" lies in their property of "strangeness,,.

Such attractors are called "strange" because it was once thought that the only
possible long{erm structurally stable states for dynamical systems were points

and limit cyclesls (cyclic sequences of output data, corresponding to the system

repeating an identical "loop" in phase space forever) (Stuañ 110; Deva ney 211).
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But while there are obvious non-vague criteria for the non-"strange"

attractors that render systems too regular to count as "chaos", and there are at

least somewhat plausible criteria for what ought to count as pure "randomness,,

(such as the algorithmic randomness account unsuccessfully advanced as a
definition of chaos by Ford and Batterman, as detailed in the previous chapter), it

appears diffícult to formulate criteria for the correct sort of long{erm behaviour

that could distinguish only some of the remaining systems as "chaotic". On the

other hand, letting "chaos" expand to occupy the entíre middle ground between

regularity and randomness reduces it to a profoundly unilluminating concept, as

this would in principle allow it to cover most of the natural systems in the

universera.

This may not be a particularly damaging criticism of chaos theory itself,

however; in fact, the ímpression left by a book such as lan Stewa rt,s Does God

Play Díce? is that the primary usefulness of "chaos theory" lies precisely in its
ability to elicit some form of internal "order" from virtually any complicated natural

system. Thus, the same considerations that appear to make chaos-as-order

collapse into a hopelessly broad criterion may reveal it as a universally
applicable methodology for extracting quantitative predictions from systems,

even in the absence of knowledge about theír underlying dynamics. There is,

however, at least one more criterion that is sometimes invoked in an attempt to

distinguish the attractors of "chaos" from emergent behavioural patterns in

general.

(iii) Fractal Structure lFractal Dimension
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One source of confusion in discussions of "chaos" is the various ways in

which the term "fractal" is invoked. The term itself is universally attributed to

Benoit Mandelbrot, who, while employed as an IBM researcher, discovered that

various forms of apparently irregular data (e.g., occurrences of noise in
telephone lines, the changing levels of the river Nile) exhibited characterístic

patterns that were scale-independent. He extended this idea to the problem of

characterizing irregular forms such as coastlines, which had seemed intractable

to normal geometry. For example, a coastline seems to possess no "length" in

the standard sense, due to the fact that it possesses "roughness" at virtually

every scale of measurement -- so that there ís essentially no resolution of

measurement fíne enough to capture its entire length, but every attempted

decrease in the scale of measurement will return a "longer" result, due to the

tracking of new and smaller irregularities. Mandelbrot also showed that in many

cases, this process will not even converge on a "limiting" value for the length,

although of course in the real world there is presumably some limit on the

ultimate "roughness" of any object. (Gleick g1-B)

Mandelbrot formulated the idea that such objects could be said to possess

a "fractional dimension" -- a dimension saíd to lie somewhere between the

standard dimensions into which objects are divided in Euclidean geometry (for

example, "two-dimensional" planes versus "three-dimensional', cubes).

According to Gleick, Mandelbrot intended to characterize

the degree of roughness or brokenness or irregularity in an object. A
twisting coastline, for example, despite its immeasurability in terms of
length, nevertheless has a certain characteristic degree of
roughness....{Mandelbrot'sl claim was that the degree of irregularity
remains constant over different scales. (gB)
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Mandelbrot also coined the word "fractals" to describe "his shapes, his

dimensions, and his geometry" (Gleick 98). The most famous "fractat" object is

the frequently-reproduced Mandelbrot set (see Fig. 6). This figure exhibits a

surprising and counter-intuitive form of complexity: when some of its smalt

features are examined at a high resolution, they are revealed to be essentially

complete copies of the figure as a whole -- and in turn, these sub-structures also

contain minute copies of the entire structure, and so on down to an infinite

degree of miníaturization.

However, despite the fact that it is commonly used to illustrate publications

on chaos, the Mandelbrot set is not itself "chaotic" in any sense of the term

discussed so far. lt does not depict the evolution in phase space of a dynamical

system; rather, each point represents the result that occurs when a given number

from the "complex number plane"ls, c, is evaluated to see whether its "Julia set"r6

is connected or discontinous. lf the Julia set for the given number is contínuous,

it is assigned one colour; if discontinuous, it receives a different colour. The

resulting graph is the "Mandelbrot set". ln other words, the Mandelbrot set does

not depict the progressíve evolution of one system with one set of parameters,

but simply tabulates the final results of a vast number of different systems. But

the Mandelbrot set does províde a dramatic illustration of the two important

propertíes attributed to fractals -- self-similarity at every scale of measurement,

and an infinite deep structure.

These properties are also frequently attributed to the "strange attractors"

of chaotic dynamical systems, although it is obvious that they cannot always

apply. While the attractor resulting from the "Henon map" of Fig. S does display
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a vague selËsimilarity, the "Lorenz attractor" has no such small copies of itself

concealed within its structure. The closest similarity it bears to this aspect of

fractals is in Lorenz's observation that

[i]t would seem, then, that the two surfaces merely appear to merge, and
remain distínct sudaces. Following these surfaces along a path paiallelto
a trajectory, and circling [the center of each loop], we see that each
surface is really a pair of surfaces, so that, where they appear to merge,
there are really four surfaces. Continuing this process foi another circu¡t,
we see that there are really eíght surfaces, etc., and we finally conclude
that there is an infinite complex of surfaces, each extremely close to one
or the other of two merging surfaces. (1969, 140)

But calling this "selÊsimilarity" is stretching the analogy somewhat; in fact, even

the Henon attractor can be seen to be self-similar only in an appoximate way

(see Fig. 7), so this criterion cannot be taken particularly seriously as a strict

demand for strange attractors.

On the other hand, it ís true that strange attractors must exhibit "infinite

deep structure" in some sense - at the very least, the dual requirements that the

paths of chaotic systems must remain in a bounded region of phase space while

never repeating themselves mean that such systems will eventually pack some

sub-region of phase space infinitely densely with any given path; this was the

property of "ergodicity" discussed in the previous chapter. And it is in this sense

(packing an infinite line into a finite volume) that such attractors can be said to be

"fractal". (Gleick 139)

But for Lorenz's system of continuous differential equations that cannot be

solved precisely, there are valid grounds for scepticism about the "Lorenz

attractor" actually being a property of the Lorenz system. Lorenz himself notes
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that, because of the discontinuous, iterative method of numerical approximation

he is using, the smooth orbits depicted in his "attractor', are actually formed only

by connecting the dots between the successive positions of ,'a jumping particle

rather than a continuously moving particle" (134). He also notes that, sínce the

solutions are being computed to merely a finite degree of precision, there is only

a finite number of possible points that can emerge as solutions, and therefore

"only certain discrete points in phase space wilt ever be occupied" by his

computed paths. The consequence of this is that his attractor in fact cannot have

ínfiníte deep structure, and will eventually repeat itsetf completely -- due to the

finite precision permitted in the system's resutts, there will always be a moment

when a point that should merely be very close to some tong-previous point will be

calculated to be the same value as that previous point. Because each stage of
the system is completely defined by its previous stage, achievíng the same value

twice means that the system is locked into a permanent cycle. Lorenz holds that

"in practice this consideration may be disregarded", since the system may not

repeat itself until long after the "number of iterations ever likely to be performed,,.

But cause for sceptícism remains: if the Lorenz system has an attractor, it isn,t

the famous "Lorenz attractor", but something else -- something which might
perhaps be qualitatively similar, but not something we can observe
computationally.

More damagingly, in a sídebar to an interview in Nonlínear Science Today,

the mathematician Stephen Smale lists "Ten Unsolved problems in Dynamics,,,

beginning with, "Are the dynamics of the Lorenz equations described by the
geometric Lorenz attractor of Williams, Guckenheimer, and yorke?", and adding

that "the general problem of establishing and analyzingstrange attractors of
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differentíal equations of physics and engineering is still wide open". (1gg1, 15)

Finally, even the concept of "fractat dimension" itsetf is not entirely clear; Cambel

isolates at least four forms of this concept (166), including some that apply to

objects such as rocks, "capital markets", and "speech forms', which are
presumably irregular only to a finite degree, and Stuart notes that "the
appropriate concept of fractal dimension seems to vary from one application to

another" (242).

(B) Period-Doubling Gascades

Many systems are observed to follow what ié known as a "period-doubling

route to chaos" as their parameters are altered. This can be easily observed in

the "logistic mapping', function:

f(x)=kx[1 -x] (e.9., Stewart 197)

For small values of k, iterations of this function for any initíal x (between 0

and 1) converge to just one stable output value; however, if the parameter k is

increased sufficiently, the system will instead converge to a stable output cycle

with 2 values -- and further increases produce a 4-value cycle, and so on for

many more doublings, until k gets high enough that this apparent pattern

vaníshes and random-looking output takes over. Furthermore, each of the

"critical" values of k for whích the convergent values undergo this "split" lie in a

series that decreases at a constant ratio of 4.669. ln other words, when the

convergent values of x are plotted against this k parameter, an image similar to a
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tree branch emerges, with successive branches becoming smaller in a consistent

114.669 ratio (see Fig. 8). One of the more interesting features of this
mathematical phenomenon is that this period-doubling with a 4.66g ratio is
observed in a varíety of real-world systems (for example, in fluids and gases

driven towards turbulence (Stewart2lO-213)); this is said to demonstrate a

property known as "universality" (Gleick 171-s, stewart 1gr-201). And in
general, when part of this period-doubling behaviour is observed in a system,

accurate predictions can be made about successive behaviour (for example,

when to expect further doublings, or the value of the point at which proper chaos

will emerge).

However, this period-doubling ís not an illustration of "chaos" in the way

that the "attractors" of the previous section were. The graph in Fig. g does not

depict the behaviour of a single dynamical system, but rather a tabulation of the

final results of a continuous sequence of different dynamical systems (or,

equivalently, the final results of different cases of "the same system" with

different dynamical parameters). This process is related to "chaos,' in two ways,

though -- first of all, it illustrates a common form of pre-chaotic behaviour; many

systems pass through such a períod-doubling phase as their paramenters

change from non-chaotic to chaotic values, and so such a cascade is ,'often a

sign that chaos is present" (Ruelle 24). Also, the period-doubling phenomenon

itself falls broadly under the heading of "chaos theory" in the sense that it
provides a model for the behaviour of complex real-world systems that were

previously incomprehensible -- for example, liquid helium heated towards

turbulence (Stewarl211-2). This structure also possesses some of the
propedies attributed to the "attractors" of chaotic systems: its branching pattern
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scales progress¡vely downwards at a constant ratio, and the structure as a whole

exhibits self-similarity -- smatl areas that, when enlarged, reproduce the entire

structure.

(C) Gonclusion

It might be true that the emergence of "chaos theory" marks the díscovery

of some interesting mathematical artifacts -- for example, it is surprising and
useful to know that the Feigenbaum period-doubling cascade occurs in such a
wide variety of systems, and it was apparently also a surprise to learn that there
are a range of relatively simple systems that exhibit long{erm behaviour that is
nearly periodíc, without actually fallíng into periodicity. And chaos theory has

also generated a variety of apparently useful qualitative prediction methods and
modelling techniques for complex systems, including systems for which we do
not know the underlying dynamics. But the broad array of concepts subsumed

by "chaos" appear to be nonunifiable.

It is sometimes suggested that the attempted definitions that I have
grouped into Chapters 1 and2 should be combined in any properly rigorous
definition of "chaos". For example, cambel concludes that

[t]here is no one measurement or calcufation that can estabf ish the
existence or absence of chaos. For a system to be technically chaotic,
certain specific conditions must prevail. These ínclude

a. The system must be nonlinear and its time seríes should be
irregular

b. Random components must existrT
c. The behavior of the system must be sensitive to initial conditions
d. The system should have strange attractors, which generally means

that it will have Íractal dimensions.
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e. ln dissipative systems the Kolmogorov entropy should be positive.
f. Perhaps the most terse way of pronouncing a system to be chaotic

is to determine that there are positive Lyapunov exponents.rs
(208-e)

Ïhis definition encompasses most of the criteria discussed so far (with the

addítion of "Kolmorogov entropy", which is a measurement of the "information
loss" due to the exponential separation of initially close paths in phase space;

this is conceptually similar to the properties established by positive Lyapunov

exponents [Cambel 154-6]), but thís list cannot serve as the sole definition of

"chaos" because it would invalidate many current uses of the term. As I have

shown, there is a sígnificant body of literature (using) the word "chaos,'to
describe only quantitative unpredictability ín simple deterministic systems,

without making any explicit or implicit demands for "strange attractors" or other

forms of emergent order in the systems; furthermore, this quantitative

unpredictability is an interesting concept in itself, and well worthy of designation

with a term like "chaos" even if there can be no rigid boundaries determining the

cases where this form of "chaos" should be properly said to exist.

On the other hand, other writers wish to use the term "chaos" to refer to.

recurrent behaviour and other forms of apparent order in complex systems,

making only indirect inferences about the existence of sensitive dependence.

Such accounts (such as Crutchfield's account of Shaw's faucet experiment) often

make only indirect and tenuous inferences about the sensitive dependence of the

underlying dynamics. Again, even though ít may be difficult or impossible to

formulate strict standards for what should count as this "emergent order", the

techniques by which this "order" is recognized and measured have evident
pragmatic value, and thus this second form of "chaos" is also worthy of
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conceptual demarcation. ln attempting to subsume both of these broad senses

of "chaos", Cambel's definition ,rì." out the possibility of their individual use --

and more problematically, rules out the possibility of using "chaos" to apply to

systems in which one of these two broad categories of "chaos" cannot be

verified.
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3. THE CONCEPTUAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHAOS

(A) Ghaos and Determinism

Determinism, in the sense in which it is invoked in papers on chaos
theory, can be broadly defined as any doctrine holding that the future, including

all individual human acts, is in some sense "predetermíned" by fundamental and

inescapable laws of the universe. The doctrine of determinism is often attributed

to the great empirical successes of science in correctly describing and predictíng

the behaviour of matter using sets of underlying laws -- for example, in the

"universal" laws of mechanics derived by lsaac Newton -- combined with the

assertion that human beings were completely materíal entities. An early and

often cited (e.9., in CrutchÍield 47) expression of determinism was given by pierre

simon de Laplace in 1776, who defined it in terms of predictability:

The present state of the system of nature is evidenily a consequence of
what it was in the preceding moment, and if we concieve of an intelligence
which at a given instant comprehends all the relations of the entities of this
universe, it could state the respective positions, motions, and general
affects of all these entities at any time in the past or future.

Chaos ís sometimes said (e.g., in Stone 1989) to have the interesting
property of producing a split between determinism and predictability. When

stated as símply as in the preceding sentence, this may seem unremarkable,

since presumably any sufficiently complicated or even poorly understood

mechanical system will be predetermined but unpredictable, but some writers

argue that chaos offers a new and unique threat to determinism. For example, in

an early Scíentific American article on chaos, the scientist James p. Crutchfield
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declares that we have lately witnessed "the downfall of Laplacian determinism,,,

due to both the appearance of quantum mechanics and, independenly, to "the

exponential amplification of errors due to chaotic dynamics", which ensure that

"predictions are rapidly doomed to gross inaccuracy." (1986, 47-g). And

crutchfield enthusiastically concrudes with the speculation that

[i]nnate creativity may have an underlying chaotíc process that selectively
amplifies small fluctuations and molds them into macroscopic coherent
mental states that are experienced as thoughts. ln some cases, the
thoughts may be decisions, or what are perceived to be the exercise of
will- ln this light, chaos provides a mechanism that allows for free will
within a world governed by deterministic laws. (S7)

However, Crutchfield is evidently relying on a nonstandard definition of

determinism, because he seems to define determinism in terms of practical

predictability. But the classical debate about determinism revolves not around

whether humans can completely predict the future, but rather around whether

future events and decisions could in theory be completely predicted from past

states of affairs, and the particular abilities of humans are irrelevant to this

question.

ln fact, even Crutchfield's cited passage from Laplace makes this

distinction clear. Laplace notes that, even though the future might be

predetermined, due to the fact that it could be predicted by his imaginary ultimate

"intelligence", there will be many predictíons that remain forever inaccessible to

human beings, except on a probabilistic basis:

Physical astrononiy, the branch of knowledge which does the greatest
honor to the human mind, gives us an idea, albeit imperfect, of what such
an intelligence would be....But ignorance of different causes involved in
the production of events, as well as their complexity, taken together with
the imperfection of analysis, prevents our reaching the samé certainty
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about the vast majority of phenomena. Thus there are things that are
uncertain for us, things more or less probable, and we seek to
compensate for the impossibility of knowing them by determining their
different degrees of tikelihood. (SZ)

Also, it is clear from this passage that Laplace himself, long before the

existence of "chaos theory", held that it would always be prohibitively difficult to

predict certain things about the world, for basic and practical reasons. So not

only do the predíction-foiling properties of chaos fail to be threatening to

determinism;they also failto be unique withín the history of science.

A more sophisticated argument against determinism is advanced by

Stephen Kellert (1993), who observes that it is relatively easy to specify chaotic

systems for which there are "prediction tasks" that are impossible in a rigorous

and technical sense, given the constraints of the physical universe. There are

chaotic systems for which predictions of a given accuracy beyond a certaín

duration simply could not be made even wíth the fastest possíble computing

device one could construct from all the matter in the universe, and so on.

Therefore, under the existent laws of nature, there may be no physically possible

way to predict certain things about chaotic systems -- and Kellert concludes that

ít is meaningless to callthese things "deterministic systems" at all.

Kellert is employing a definition of determinism that is similar to that of

Crutchfield, but he justifies it ín a much more subtle way. Kellert begins by

distinguishing four possible senses of "determinism", each of which is "more

robust" and involves "additional criteria that are not included in any previous

level". Briefly, these are:

(i) The requirement that a system be describable by differential dynamics,

so that "the future depends on the present in a mathematically specifiable way";
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this is automatically true of all candidate systems for chaos, since they are

always expressed in terms of differential equationsle without probabilistic

components.

(ii) "Unique Evolution", the requirement that "the evolution of the system",

in either the past or the future, is "uniquely fixed once we specify the state of the

system at any one moment"2o;

(iii) "Value Determinateness", the requirement that "physical quantities

have exact values" rather than being "spread out or somewhat indistinct", which

would cause the system to "seem insufficiently set, fixed, specified, and

determined by the laws of physics";

(iv) "Total Predictability", the requirement that "the universe is predictable,

in principle, by an all-powerful intelligence or computational scheme, given

complete informatíon of instantaneous conditions and the complete set of

physical laws." (Kellert 50-60) (Note that this fourth sense of "determinísm',

sounds identical to the proposal in the Laplace passage quoted above).

Having drawn these distinctions, Kellert proceeds to argue that, although

chaotic systems satisfy his first three senses of determinism, they remaín "utterly

unpredíctable", and he concludes with the astonishing claim that that "by any

definition of determinism that íncludes total predictabilíty, determinism is false."

(62)

This claim is based on two premises: the fact that chaotic systems

"manifest sensitive dependence on initial conditions", and the fact that completely

accurate measurements of any system are impossible to obtain. Therefore,

since we can never know the current state of a system with complete accuracy,

and since Kellert assumes that slightly different initial states must have
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significantly dífferent future states in any chaotic system, the above requirement

of "total predictability" is defeated.

At this point, Kellert produces yet another distinction: "physical
determinism", which is constituted by the satisfaction of conditions (i) through (iii)

above, versus "epistemic determinism", which Kellert insists is what is

undermined by chaos and the failure of condition (iv) (he attributes thís dístinction

to Hunt). Yet Kellert seems quite wrong in at least two ways.

FÍrst of all, one wonders precisely what Kellert means by "an all-powerful

intelligence" in his earlier stipulation of what counts as "total predictability".

Presumably, any "all-powerful intellígence" would not have to confront the human

epistemic problems that result in our inability to make perfecily accurate

measurements, but without these epistemic problems, "total predictability" is

completely possible for chaotic systems. This is especially obvious given that

Kellert is still discussíng chaos within classical mechanics, whích, he admits

through a citation of Hunt, "remains a physically determinístic theory,,. By

Kellert's own stipulation of "total predictability", any physically determínistic

system (i.e., any system that satisfies (i) through (iii)), even if it is chaotíc, is

"totally predictable" by a hypothetical, ultimate intelligence and thus satisfies

criterion (ív) quite well.

Secondly, even though chaotic systems may indeed fail to exhibit

"epistemic determinism", this distinction seems to rest on an oddly unmotivated

sense of determinism, given the history of the concept - but Kellert attempts to

press this argument even further, claiming that no competing sense of

determinism is meaningful. Kellert holds that

[i]f our theories, on paper, speak of a unique trajectory [for the future of the
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systeml but that trajectory is not and cannot ever be observed or used,
and cannot enter into useful practice, then we have run into the question
of realism with regard to deterministíc trajectories... (Kellert 65)

Kellert admits in passing that such a position "may appear somewhat

verificationist" (64), but this scarcely hints at the magnitude of the problems

underlying hís argument. ln fact, his re-definition of determinism cannot possibly

be motivated except by adhering to a verificationist criterion for the meanings of

words.

ln general, a verificationist criterion of meaningfulness is any position

holding that, for a term to possess meaning, there must be a set of observational

criteria that can be used to verify whether or not the term is appropriate at any

given moment (where "observation" is defined narrowly, as direct sensory

experience). ln particular, any references to external physical objects must be

translated completely into descríptions of the sensory effects these objects ought

to have on a human observer. For example, any discussion about tables must

be reducible to talk about sets of brown visual sensations, hard and smooth

tactile sensations, and so on. This philosophical program would indeed provide

sufficíent and appropriate motivation for Kellert's rejection of theoretical, "physical

determinism" as a meaning for determinism, and his substitution of "epistemic

determinism", which would failto be the case whenever human observers cannot

experientially verify that there is a predetermined path for the future.

However, verificationism is not wíthout its own historical problems -- in

fact, these problems are so severe that verificationism is now commonly

considered to be untenatle. Many mundane ordinary-language statements

appear utterly untranslatable to this new format. Universal generalizations (like

"all emeralds are green") cannot be converted to observational tests, since they
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would require an infinite amount of testing. Common metaphysical abstractions

like "God exists" or "there are moral facts" have no conceivable sensory

consequences. Even complex counterfactuals like "if you walk to any downtown

store after six-o'clock, you'll find it closed" appear to requíre impossibly baroque

catalogues of sense-data statements - assuming that terms like "you" can even

be subsumed by a verificationist criterion at all. Therefore, Kellert's proposed

definition of determinism seems to lead to rather a large number of difficulties

that Kellert not only faíls to address, but presumably would wish to avoid.

Furthermore, Kellert ignores the fact that it is trivial to specify effectively

impossible predíction tasks without invoking chaos; for example, any sufficien¡y

complex nonintegrable system will be only finitely soluble, within the lifetíme of

the universe, by any physically possible computer. Therefore, any supposed

change in the status of determinism can be traced back at least to some time

around the initial invention of calculus, a date considerably before the

appearance of chaos theory. Some of the systems that fall under the heading of

"chaotic" may indeed present us with new types of effectively (although not

líterally) ímpossíble predictíon tasks, in that such effectively impossible tasks may

emerge even from simple systems, but there seems to be no obvious epistemic

distinction between the limits on our knowledge imposed by "chaotic" systems

and the limits on our knowledge imposed by older forms of quantitatíve

impenetrability. lf determinism fails to hold now, it has been failing for a very long

time.

But even apart from these questíons about the meaníng of determinism,

Kellert's argument has further problems. For Kellert, the very existence of

sensitive dependence in chaotic systems has new and uniquely fatal
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consequences for our pred¡ctive abilíties. Yet this conclusion presumes that we

are interested in making the predictions that chaos precludes in any given

system. lt is true that in a chaotic system, we will rapidly accumulate uncertainty

about the system's future states -- but at the same tíme, we know that the

system's long-term behaviour must be limited to states that fall close to its

"strange attractor". ln other words, we may not be able to predict where the

system will fall in its allowed phase space, but we can predict with complete

certainty that the system will be somewhere withín the allowed phase space

dictated by the attractor.

Thus, there will be numerous predictions we can make for which chaos

will be irrelevant -- for example, even though we may not be able to predict the

temperature of a given point in the Earth's atmosphere g0 days from now, we

can predict that the temperature at that point will fall within 100 degrees of zero

Celsius (a rather narrow temperature range relative to the possible range of

temperatures in our uníverse). The predictive problems of chaos only occur

within the range of the attractor itself; nothing in chaos theory prevents the

attractor (and thus the "chaotic" dynamics of a given system) from being

vanishingly small relative to the constant or predictable aspects of the system2l.

This poínt is made by David Ruelle, who cautions that

a chaotic system is one for which a small uncertaínty in the initial
conditions leads to an exponentially growing uncertainty in the predictions
of its future. Notíce, however, that this exponential growth exists only for
an infinitesimal change in the initial conditions and may saturate to small
values for certain systems. ln other words there are clraotic systems that
have mostly predictable time evolutions with a litttle bit of suþerimposed
chaotic noise...we should not be obsessed by chaos: The whole of the
dynamics of a real system is interesting, and not just the occurrence of
chaos. (1994,26)
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Thus, contrary to Kellert's conclusions, the predictive limits imposed by a

chaotic system will not necessarily impose predictive problems for us, assuming

that we take a sufficiently pragmatic view of "predíctability", rather than Kellert,s

idealized view- So Kellert overstates the importance of chaos somewhat; also,

the pragmatic view of predictability is arguably the one that most agrees with

Kellert's own prejudices, inherent in his arguments about the appropriate
meaning of determinism, towards verifiable properties rather than theoretical
propeñies.

(B) The Effects of chaos on scientific Methodology

Another ostensíbly unique aspect of chaos theory is that it marks some

kind of shift in the locus of reality for scientists. This argument is advanced by

Stephen Kellert, who claims that the mechanísms cíted in chaotic predictions are

distínguished by being "geometrical" rather than "causal" (Kellert 104).

One common example of these "geometrical mechanisms', is the

"period-doubling route to chaos" mentioned in the previous chapter, which can

be used to make certaín forms of quantitative predictions in complex systems

even when their fundamentaf dynamics are unknown. According to Kellert, these

predictions are interesting because they are made on the basis of perceiving

higher-level patterns in the behaviour of systems, rather than referring to the

fundamental laws of nature that drive them. Yet, says Kellert, the useful
predictive rules that come out of these chaotic models should not be considered

"lawlike". For example, while successful predictions may be made on the basis

of this observed repeating pattern of results, the system is not considered to be
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under the influence of any "law" holding that all patterns must be completed. The

result is supposedly a division between the actual laws of the system, expressed

in the underlying dynamical equations (which have no predictive value), and the

obserued large-scale rules of the system (which have no "tawtike" status).

Of course, it might be argued that a reliance on stochastic rules with no

direct causal force is hardly new in the history of science; ít has tong been

commonplace in biology and the social sciences, for example. But Kellert's

argument has more fundamental problems. While this deep division between

predictive rules and fundamental laws may exist in other domains, it arguably

does not exist in chaos theory. First of all, despite Kellert's flat denial that such

phenomena as period-doubling represent "laws governing qualítative features of

systems" (Kellert 112), the 4.669 period-doubling seems to be a common and

fundamental mathematical artifact, and not merely a happy coincidence. This is

seen most clearly in Stewart's account of universality, when he explaíns that any

"one-humped" function (for example, f(x) = k[sin x], or the prevíously mentioned

f(x) = kx[1 - x], or a vast array of other functions) will, when iterated, demonstrate

convergent 4.669 period-doubling. Other large families of functions demonstrate

period-doubling with different ratios. Therefore, períod-doubling appears to be

quite a good candidate for "lawlike" status.

Furthermore, its very universality leads to an extreme anti-realism about

the underlying dynamical modelthat (for Kellert) is supposed to embody the "real

laws" of the system. Since a wide range of possible systems will exhibit the

same behaviour, conclusions can be drawn about the system without having to

verify that any one particular model best exemptifies it. As Stewart notes
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Feigenbaum's discovery of universality is a two-edged sword. lt makes it
relatively easy to test a particular class of chaotic models by experiment;
but it doesn't distinguish between the different models in that clas's. (208)

Therefore, the underlying dynamical model, far from being considered the sole

source of laws, is in fact completely irrelevant to (what t would call) the ',laws"

that actually permit the sorts of geometrical predictions Kellert is talking about.

Thus, despite Kellert's argument, there is arguably no fundamental division

between the "laws" of period-doubling systems and the "patterns" by which

predictions can be made: they are both descriptions of precisely the same

phenomena.

(C) Sensitive Dependence Reconsidered

(¡) Questioning the Butterfly Effect

The centerpiece of Peter Smith's "The Butterfly Effect" is his initially

plausible claím that all arguments from chaotic models to conclusions about

"ultra-refined sensitivity" in the real world are internally incoherent. Smith begins

by correctly observing that our models will always "impose surplus fine structure

on the physical facts". For example, to represent a property like temperature, we

will use a definite number--but ín reality, the idea of the temperature at a gíven

point having a definite value is a hopeless idealization:

..-we will standardly represent temperature in a model by a real number,
So the representing number will be determinate to an infinite number of
decimal places. But it makes no physical sense at all to suppose that
(say) the temperature at a particular point in a gas is itseif infinitely
precise, for at least two reasons. An idea of the precise temperature at a
point P would have to be constructed from some notion as the limit (as the
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volume of the sphere shrinks to zero) of the average kinetic energy of the
gas molecules in a sphere centered at the point P. But that limit is
undefined since statistical fluctuations will ensure that as you shrink the
sphere, the average kinetic energy of molecules wíthin the sphere
will...vary increasingly widely. And on top of that...the kinetic energy of
each molecule is subject to a quantum uncedainty principle. (Smith 256-T)

Therefore, for most common physical properties, there will be many

"equally acceptable" ways to obtain the artificially definite values needed for use

in our mathematical models--and each calculation method will result in slightly

different definite values, and thus slightly different statements of initial conditions.

For non-chaotic systems, these minor variations would create no real problems,

but if we insist that chaotic systems are systems with sensitive dependence, then

we seem to have good reason to fear that our final results will vary widely

dependíng on how we choose to idealíze these real physical properties like

temperature -- and these arbitrary variations might well be of equal or greater

magnitude than the changes ostensibly introduced by the hypothetical butterfly

that gives the "Butterfly Effect" its name. Smith concludes that the existence of

the "Butterfly Effect" is an unwarranted inference, arguing that

...we are certaínly not entitled to appeal to the model to say that the
minuscule difference in the air currents [due to the actions of thé butterfly]
would have changed the course of the hurricane. tn fact, grounds for
buying a model with full-blooded sensitive dependence woutd be grounds
tor denyingthat butterfly-sized physical changes would have any
determinate effect....the appticability of a model with sensitive dependence
to some phenomenon would actually be inconstent with the exísitence of a
Butterfly Effect. (Smith 2ST-8, emphasis in original)

However, Smith's argument that it is "inconsistent" simultaneously to

believe in the existence of a Butterfly Effect in the real wortd and believe in a
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model proposíng sensit¡ve dependence is based on a category mistake. To

disentangle Smith's implicit metaphysical ctaims from his implicit epistemofogicat

claims, it is useful to consider the following two questions:

(i) Could there be a fact of the matter about whether or not a ,,Butterfly

- 
Effect" would actually occur in a real-wortd system tike the atmosphere?

(ií) Can we distinguish a "Butterfly Effect" from the effects of falsety
idealized physícal quantitíes?

Smith implicitly poses both of these questions, and appears to believe that

the answer to question (ii) must be "no". He also seems to think that a negative

answer to (ii) necessitates a negative answer to (i). However, both of these

beliefs are incorrect, although for different reasons. Smith's negative answer to

(ii) is based on his category mistake, and this can be illustrated by considering

question (ií) ín the way it should properly be posed - as two separate questions,

depending on whether one is referring to mathematical models or to the real

world:

(f a) Within a mathematícal model, can we distinguish between a
"Butterfly Effect" and the effects of falsely idealized physicat quantitíes?

(ii b) ln the realworld, can we distínguish between a "Butterfly Effect,,and
the effects of falsely idealized physicat quantitíes?

For the purposes of this díscussion, a "Butterfly Effect" can be defíned as

any large-scale difference in the eventual state of a system which is (or would

be) caused by a small-s'cale difference in the inítial conditions of that system.

Smith is correct that the answer to question (ií b) must be "no", but he is correct

for the wrong reason. An occurrence of the "Butterfly Effect" in the real weather
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would be indetectable simply because, as previously discussed, it is impossible

to run a controlled, manual test of the weather's behaviour from two slighily

different initial conditions, and because the atmosphere is statistically unlikely to

perform this experiment for us by coincidentally entering a state similar to a
previously observed state. However, this problem has nothing to do with the

arbitrary quantítative incorrectness in our mathematical model caused by our

idealization of physical values. ln fact, we would naturally expect that our model

would be quantitatively incorrect at all times, not only for the reasons of artificially

idealized properties that Smith cites, but for an array of other reasons -- the

necessary oversimplification of its dynamics, for example.

ln fact, any model of a complicated system will be drastically idealized in a

host of different ways, and when modelling a system with infinite sensitive

dependence, we would have no reason to expect this idealization not to cause

the model's output data to completely fail to match the quantitative data observed

in reality. But, as Lorenz's original paper makes clear, models such as Lorenz's

are never expected to quantitatívely resemble realíty; Lorenz clearly draws only a

general qualitative comparison between his model and the actual atmosphere,

and then infers conclusions about the real world merely through the readily

observed behaviour of his model (such as its easily demonstrated property that

mildly varying initial conditions will cause great changes).

Furthermore, Smith is incorrect if he believes that question (ii a) must be

answered in the negative. Again, concerns about the numerically imprecise

nature of real-world physical values are irrefevant to the qualitative modelling

upon which arguments such as Lorenz's are based. ln Lorenz's model, there is

no need for "realistically" inexact values to exist; their absence is not a "flaw".
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And since the modet does possess determinate physical quantities, there is no

empirical problem in demonstrating that, in the model, the "Butterfly Effect" can

occur. This observed effect can then be hypothesized as a property of the real

world, on other inferential grounds (such as Lorenz's belief in the rough

qualitative validity of the underlying equations). This inference may in itself be

somewhat problematic, but there is no fundamental conceptual íncoherence in

simultaneously accepting artificial idealization in the model and conclusions

about sensitive dependence in the realworld.

Finally, even if Smith was not guilty of a category místake, none of these

epistemological concerns would influence the fact of the matter in question (i).

The mere fact that we couldn't tell whether or not a butterfly had influenced a

tornado -- or even tell whether or not such an event was theoretically possible --

would have nothing to do with the question of whether the butterfly had actually

influenced a tornado, or the question of whether it was possible for it to do so.

(ii) lndetermin¡sm Revisited

A few authors hold that thg combination of the formally non-deterministic

events at the atomíc scale postulated by quantum mechanics22 and the sensitive

dependence postulated by many accounts of chaos are sufficient grounds for

denying the existence of determinism -- not in the sense discussed above, in

which empirically unverifiable determinism is merely equated with indeterminism,

but in a literal sense, in which genuine macro-level determinism is said to be

present in the world. For example, this thesís is found in Hobbs (1991), in which

Jesse Hobbs states that
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chaotic systems provide for the reliable magnification of the slightest
differences in initial conditions, such as míght be provided by quantum
fluctuations, into macro-level differences. So it seems likely that they
magnify quantum-level indeterminism into macro-level indeterminism
throughout their range, which, as mentioned, may dwarf the range of
deterministic systems lacking sensitivity to initial conditions. (1991 ,149)

And Stephen Kellert advances a similar argument, claiming that

[c]haotic dynamics will take the tiny indeterminacíes of
quantum-mechanical systems and stretch them into huge variations,
dilating the smallest patch until, at some sufficiently distant time in the
future, almost anything is possible. (1993, 73)

However, there are at least two different problems with this position. As

Batterman argues in another paper (1993b), it seems theoretícally impossible to

recover the infinitely fine-structured phase space (which infinite sensitive

dependence would require) within the theoretical assumptíons of quantum

mechanics. A central assertion of this theory, at least in the way it is typically

interpreted (e.g.in Brehm and Mullín 1g8g, 1gs), is thatthere are paírs of

"conjugate variables" whose simultaneous indeterminacies, when multiplied,

must be no smaller than a fixed tiny value known as "Planck's constant". Since

one such pair of variables is the position and momentum of any given particle,

and since the phase-space representations of dynamical systems will often

involve axes for both position and momentum, there seems to be no quantum

equivalent to chaos{hrough-sensitive-dependence. As Batterman explains:

-..in a classically chaotic system the'typicaI trajectory
eventually...explores the entire available phase space, becoming infinitely
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convoluted. There is complexity at all levels of description. But quantum
mechanics involves Planck's constant which has the units of phase space
area, and through the uncertainty relations places a limit on the level at
which such structure can be resolved. Regions of phase space get
"smoothed over" so that the concept of complexity at infinitely fine scales
has no meaning in quantum mechanics. (1gg2, 53)

Batterman conctudes that the best approach to the question of ,,quantum

chaology" is suggested through Michael Berry's definition of the subject as "the

study of semiclassical, but nonclassical, phenomena characteristic of systems

whose classical counterparts exhibit chaos". Semiclassical mechanics is a body

of theory that lies at the midpoint between classical theory and pure quantum

theory; it consists of the study of systems under the mathematical assumption

that Planck's constant (which determines the magnitide of the various strange

properties of standard quantum physics, such as the "measurement problem"

mentioned above) can be considered to approach zero arbit rarily closely --

without actually being assumed to be equal to zero (53). Although semiclassical

mechanics is evidently not considered to be a "realistic" theory, since pure

quantum mechanics is still proposed as the ultimate description of the world, it

has demonstrated pragmatic value in furthering our understanding of certain

quantum phenomena (1992, 63), and Batterman proposes that "it seems quite

resonable to conclude that what is being studied and discussed at euantum

Chaos conferences is some third domain of behavior; namely, the semiclassical."

(63)

The second problem with Kellert's argument is that if the small, random

events at the quantum level truly could be magnified into large-scale effects

through the action of chaotic systems, as he suggests, then intuitively we should
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expect to observe a tremendous and global failure of causality at every level of

the world23. lf the minuscule uncertainty of every atom and the tiny effects of

every atomic decay could consistently effect massive changes, then we would

expect Newton's laws of motion to failto be even approximately accurate -- there

would simply be so many large-scale events happening at random and without

sufficient causes, that none of our familiar rules of physicat causes and effects

would ever be seen to apply. But since we do not observe any such thing, but

rather a world in which virtually all macroscopic events have obvious and

reproducíble causes, this simplistic integratíon of chaos theory and quantum

mechanics seems dubious indeed.
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4. CHAOS AN D CONTEM PORARY LITERARY
THEORY

ln 1990, N. Katherine Hayles (a professor of English wíth additional

trainíng in chemistry) published a book entitled Chaos Bound: Orderly Disorder

in Contemporary Literature and Science, some portions of which had previously

been summarized in the paper "Chaos as Orderly Disorder: Shifting Ground in

Contemporary Literature and Science" (1989). Chaos Bound is worth
considering in some detail, because it appears to lie at the center of a minor

sub-genre of critical-theory papers produced in English departments which

employ "chaos theory" (variously construed) in discussions of either literature or

critical theories themselves; I will also consider the papers of several other

authors. The general conclusion suggested by these works is that ,'chaos

theory" seems to have been interpreted rather widely, to include a rather

extensive array of questionably related topics. Also, even when interpreted more

narrowly, "chaos theory" seems to present severe difficulties for anyone

attempting to incorporate it into the domain of literary theory, difficultíes of which

many authors appear to be unaware.

(A) Ghaos as Postmodernism: The case of Katherine
Hayles

The impact of Katherine Hayles's work in the field of literary theory may

possibly be equalled, if by any work, only by James Gteick's bestselling

popularization Chaos (1987); this can be readily observed by searching the

Modern Language Association indíces for publications citíng "chaos theory" as a
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topic: the earliest entry returned is Hayles (1989); only one other such paper

appears in 1989, and its subject listings link itto Gleick (19S2). By 1994,

however, 41 entries citing "chaos theory" accumulate - including an anthology of

papers by various authors edited by Hayles herself, entitled Chaos and Order:

Complex Dynamics in Literature and Science (1991), and eight of the essays

within this anthology (Hayles's anthology actually contains thirteen essays, but

some are only tangentially related to chaos -- for exampte, via general

discussions of "complexity"). Hayles therefore appears directly responsible for at

least 25o/o oÍ the published writing in this sub-genre, and examining the

bibliographies of some of the remaining papers reveals that she is quite

frequently cited by other authors.

Chaos Bound itself ís a curious book that attempts to do a number of

thíngs simultaneously. Although its introduction bílls it as a study of the way in

which "various disciplines became interested in exploring the possibilities of

disorder", as seen in various scientific developments and simultaneously in the

shift to poststructuralism in literary theory, the book also pauses for lengthy

considerations of several works of fiction that seem both somewhat unmotivated

as selections and only tangentially related to the book's apparent argument, and

by its final chapter Hayles is advancing bold theses about the "denaturing" of the

human condition in the presence of contextually fragmented music videos,

genetic engineering, and reconstructive medícal technology. Therefore, some

space must be devoted to determíning what it is that Hayles is attempting to do ín

this book.

(¡) Extracting the Argument
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ln Chaos Bound, Hayles appears to be primarily interested in tracing a

progressive revaluation of the concept of "chaos" through the last two centuries,

a process which culminates in the emergence of a "rìew paradigm" sometime in

the mid{wentíeth century that can be seen in both the scientific concepts of

"chaos theory" (along with supposedly related ideas in information theory and

thermodynamics) and in the methologies advanced by literary and cultural

theorists such as Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucautt. This argument

dominates a majority of the book's chapters, and a reader of Hayles's preface

could be forgiven for consideríng it to be the sole thesís of the work:

...Then the pendulum, having gone as far as it could in the direction of
encompassing order, began to swing the other way as various discíplines
became interested in exploring the possibilities of disorde r....Chaos Bound
traces these developments in literature and science and tocates them
within postmodern culture, particularly withín the technotogies and social
landscapes created by the concept of information....Thé paradigm of
orderly disorder may well prove to be as important to the second half of
the century as the field concept was to the first half. (xiii)

But this is not the only argument threaded through the book; in fact, this

argument essentially vanishes withín chapter 8, "The Politics of Chaos: Local

Knowledge versus Global Theory", and is also barely visible in the final chapter,

despite the fact that it is apparently intended to be a "conclusion" to the book as

a whole. However, for the purposes of the present section, only this argument

for the "new paradigm of orderly disorder" will be considered, and even then only

in terms of some of its especíally problematic highlights.

ln defense of Hayles, it might seem fair to raise the objection that
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attempting to extract and aggressively evaluate the "argument" of Chaos Bound

is an unfair project, because it applies the specific normative standards

presupposed by analytic philosophy to a work intended for reception within the

field of postmodern literary theory, which possesses a rather different set of

standards. And the text itself attempts to resist such projects; its final pages

contain an extended apologia for all that has gone before, presumably intended

to anticipate empirical objections to the book by suggesting that the book should

not be conceived of as a rigorous, defensibre, or unified argument:

How can one write about postmodernism without being acutely aware that
what one writes is itself a construction in the postmodern loop? For my
part, I am conscious that out of the nearly infinite number of events that
have happened in this century, I have chosen some few dozen to remark
upon and weave together in a pattern. There can be no questíon that by
choosing different locales, one could weave entirely different or
contradictory patterns. Moreover, the assumptions informing my narrative
are no doubt full of the very contradictions and ambivalences that I have
described as characteristic of postmodernism. No, I have not described
the social matrix....At best I have reenacted the cultural dominant in such
away as to make its dynamics clearer than they have been before. lf my
narrative is useful, it is because it self-consciously embraces what it
cannot help being - a denatured construction. (2gg-4)

But appending this disclaímer to the final pages of a book filled with very

definite and generalized claíms seems more than a little disingenuous. And even

if the above paragraph can be accepted at face value, the book remains a valíd

target for close analysis because of íts evident reception by other authors in the

field. Chaos Bound, along with associated work by Hayles, seems to be at least

partially responsible for a widespread impression that chaos theory and

postructuralist literary theory are related in some nontrivial way -. either because
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they are conceptually isomorphic, or because they at least share underlying

philosophical assumptions -- and that chaos theory can somehow be shown to

mark a "new paradigm" (a term frequently invoked by Hayles) in mathematics

and the natural sciences. Therefore, if these ideas can be shown to be resting

on empirically dubious grounds, then the reception of the book may be largely

unwarranted.

(ii) Claude Shannon: Red Herring of Ordered Chaos?

One of the primary problems of Hayles's book is the fact that her thesis

depends on linking occurrences of vague synonyms for "disorder,' in otherwise

unrelated disciplines. For example, a pivotal early event in Hayles's proposed

timeline for the emergence of the "r¡ew paradigm" is the 1948 publication of two

papers by Bell engíneer Claude Shannon, in a company journal under the

common title "A Mathematical Theory of Communication". ln these papers,

which were reissued in 1949 in a volume containing additionat commentary by

Warren Weaver, Shannon proposes a formula for measuring the "information"

present in any communications situation in which a number of events are

possible, but there is no advance knowledge of which event will take place; this

formula is similar to the physícist Ludwig Boltzmann's 1g0g expression for

statistical entropy, leading Shannon to characterize his quality as "information

entropy":

H = - X p, log, p, (Shannon and Weav er,14)
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This formula expresses the "entropy" (in Shannon's sense) of a given

communicatíon source in terms of the probabilitíes p, (e.g., p' pe, pr, ...) of the

different choices that might have been made by the person originating the signal,

for every one of the independent units of the signal. Using Shannon's entropy

equation to quantify the available choice across a long series of related choices,

it is possíble to calculate the "redundancy" of a given communication system; As

Shannon points out, this "redundancy" has practical applications: it can be used

either as a means of compressing information through an encoding process, or

as a means of reconstructing the correct form of a message in which some

elements have been lost due to noise (he notes that the redundancy of English is

not used [in 19aB] to compress telegraph messages, but that the benefit of

leaving this redundancy untouched is that "[a] sízable fraction of the letters can

be received incorrectly and still reconstructed by the context" tTsl).

Of course, the domain of information theory as discussed in Shannon's

papers and Weaver's commentary, which concerns itself exclusively with the

efficient and accurate communication of messages, has absolutely no direct

overlap with the various problems and methodologies of "chaos theory,' as

discussed in chapters 1 and 2, which were concerned exclusively with

classification and prediction problems in evolving dynamical systems. The link

that Hayles attempts to draw between these apparently disparate disciplines is

therefore one of conceptual implícation, and this link seems dubious not only for

the reasons discussed above, but because Hayles arguably misapplies the

concepts involved.

"Entropy", âs Hayles observes, is a word that carries echoes of

Boltzmann's earlier application of the term. For Boltzmann, she says, entropy
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was a "measure of the randomness or disorder in a closed system", because it

was a quantity obtained from the number of internal states availabte to a system

(such as the energy levels permitted to molecules of a gas) at a given time, and

because a greater number of potential states (a condition she equates with an

increasingly "mixed up or randomized" system) resulted in higher entropy. Thus,

the "universal tendency to the dissipatíon of mechanical energy" in a closed

system, ínitially attribued to William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) and now known as

the second law of thermodynamícs, can be expressed in Boltzmann's terms

símply as the statement that "the entropy increases with the probability of a given

distribution, with the most dispersed being the most probable". (41)

This reconstruction is unproblematíc, but Hayles then asserts that

Shannon's theory performs a "reconceptualization of [entropy] as ínformation",

and contrasts this with "Kelvin's mid-nineteenth-century vision of entropy as

universal dissipation". (61) She also holds that this new use of the term

"entropy" by Shannon somehow prefigured a general reconceptualization of

"chaos":

Once randomness was understood as maximum information, it was
possible to envisíon chaos...as the source of all that ís new in the
world....As we have seen, chaotic or complex systems are disordered in
the sense that they possess recursive symmetries that almost, but not
quíte, replicate themselves over time. The metaphoric joining of entropy
and information was instrumental in bringing about these developments,
for it allowed complexity to be seen as rich in information rather than
deficient in order. (51)

But Shannon's paper arguably accomplishes no such "metaphoric joining";

from a mathematical standpoint his entropy/information joining is in fact
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extremely literal, given that Shannon has chosen to re-define "information" in a

way that makes it precisely parallelto Boltzmann's definition of statistical entropy

(for an expression of Boltzmann's entropy formula that makes this parallel clear,

see Cambel, 142). And this is not accidental; in one sense, both Boltzmann and

Shannon are concerned with measuring precisely the same thing -- the amount

of "choice" available within a system, given certaín external constraints (e.g., the

microstates available to a gas, given its energy; or the possible messages that

can emerge from a source, given the rules and conventions of English spelling) -
and this makes Shannon's choíce of the word "entropy" defensible on literal,

rather than metaphorical, grounds. Weaver makes this clear in his commentary:

That information can be measured by entropy is, after all, naturalwhen we
remember that information, in communication theory, is associated with
the amount of freedom of choice we have in constructing messages. Thus
for a communication source one can say, just as he would also say it of a
thermodynamic ensemble, 'This situation is híghly organízed, it is not
characterized by a large degree of randomness or choice - that ís to say,
the ínformation (or the entropy) is low."' (13)

Hayles, however, maintains that these two applications of the word "entropy" are

conceptually opposed, because the probabilistic aspects of Boltzmann's

statistícal entropy depíct "our ignorance of the mícrostates", while the

probabilities in Shannon's formula "derive Írom choice rather than ignorance;

they reflect how probable it is that we would choose one message element rather

than another, given a known ensemble". (54)

But Hayles's conclusion seems unwarranted; it is clear that Shannon's

probabilitíes only emerge from "choice" in the indirect sense that they serve to

quantify the problems faced by a given system's engineers as a result of their
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ignorance of the choíces that will be made in attempts to communicate -- if the

constraints on the source are lower, and there are more choices available in the

construction of a message, it will be more difficult to distinguish noise from

original content in the received signal, and there will be less "redundancy" that

can be exploited in signal-compression. Therefore, both uses of "entropy" serve

to measure some form of ignorance. ln both cases, greater "entropy" signifies a

greater lack of knowledge of specific future states, whether this is expressed as

"which microstate will the gas be in at any given time?" or "which message will

be transmitted by the source?" The fact that Shannon views his fundamental

problem as being related to the ignorance of engineers about the specific

messages that will be transmítted by the systems they build can be seen quite

clearly in his introductíon:

The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one
point either exactly or approximately a message selected at anothér point.
Frequently the messages have meaning....[But] These semantic aspects
of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem....The system
must be designed to operate for each possible selection, not just the one
which wíll actually be chosen since this is unknown at the time of design.
(31)

Similarly, the fact that Shannon intends to quantify the problemscaused

by choice rather than associating "entropy" with some metaphysical conception

of "choice" itself can also be seen by the way in which he immedíately removes

any reference to actual human free will from his theory, in replacing the

hypothetical human originator of a signal with an abstract "stochastic process"

(40) considered to be operating purely at random, subject only to the probabilistic

constraints of a chosen means of expression (such as the English language). Of
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course, one m¡ght arbitrarily choose to view Shannon's "entropy" as a measure

of the choice available to the originator of a signal - but then one could just as

easily declare that Boltzmann's entropy is a measure of the "choice" availabte to

a gas at a given temperature. lt seems that the reasonable conclusion in any

case is that there is no necessary conceptual opposition between Shannon's

entropy and Boltzmann's entropy, and no evidence of any intention on Shannon's

part to reverse the dominant connotations of the term "entropy".

Hayles also attempts to advance her case beyond questions about what

Shannon actually intended. She is dísmissive of arguments which seek to

"suppress the metaphoric potential of Shannon's choice", on the grounds that

this very metaphoric potential allowed a "new view of chaos to emerge", as seen

in "decades of interpretive commentary that sought to explain why information

should be identified with disorder rather than order." (50-51) However, a reading

of Shannon makes it difficult to imagine how any account proposing a nontrivial

explanation for this "identity" can be anything but misguided. lnformatíon is

"identified" with disorder for Shannon for the simple reason that he began his

work by defining "information" in a narrow technical sense that has nothing to do

with meaning (as Hayles herself notes repeatedly), but simply expresses the

array of potential states of a communícation system -- and we have a certain

colloquial tendency to refer to things that could be in a large number of possible

but unknown states as more "disordered". But "disorder", of course, is an

arbitrary value-judgment; there is nothing fundamentally "disordered" about a gas

with a large array of avaílable microstates, either, and therefore there is no

necessary línk between "disorder" and either version of "entropy". Therefore, the

attempted linking of Claude Shannon to a "paradígm" that includes chaos theory
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fails - not because the link is an attempt to demonstrate indirect relationships

between the way that quite different disciplines consider forms of "disorder',

(although, as previously asserted, this also seems highly debatable), but for the

even stronger reason that Shannon's theory simply does not appear to provide

the required "reconceptualization" of "disorder".

(ii¡) The Derrida/Feigenbaum Parallel

ln chapter seven ol Chaos Bound, Hayles attempts to "show that both

scientific and literary discourses are being distinctively shaped by a reevaluation

of chaos" (177), by giving examples of "interrelated propositíons that appear in

separate discourses concurrently because they are responses compatible with

the cultural environment". (176) This assertion of a "cultural environment" might

seem difficult enough to establish in itself, but she makes her program even more

difficult by admitting that a fundamental opposition divides the roles of "chaos" in

the two discourses: while "scientists see chaos as a source of order,

poststructuralists appropriate it to subvert order". This opposition is attributed to

differences in the "economic infrastructures" of the respective disciplines, and

she seems to consider this difference to be less important than the way in whích

the discíplines "concur in assigning a positive rore to chaos,'. (176-77)

The most obvious objection is, as always, the objection that there seems

to be little reason to assume that every discipline that invokes one of the

concepts that can be assocíated with the word "chaos,, in some way (e.g.,

unpredictability, disorder, randomness, complexity, indeterminism, determínism

with imposed ignorance, entropy in Boltzmann's sense, or entropy in Shannon's
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sense) is conceptually related to every other discipline that invokes something

related to "chaos". This does not mean that any such account is automatically

false, however; it seems plausible that at least some concepts appearing in

science can have some kind of influence on concepts in other parts of the

culture, and vice-versa. But Hayles's account has more specific problems -- she

is arguably drawing unjustified implications from the scientific discourses she

mentions, thus creatíng false parallels with poststructuralist literary theory, and

apart from these conceptual difficultíes, the particular examples that Hayles

selects for her account result in grave temporal problems.

For example, one parallel that Hayles attempts to draw is between the

postructuralist theory of deconstruction, as exemplified in the theories of Jacques

Derrida, and the "mathematical techniques of chaos theory" that can be

attributed to Mitchell Feigenbaum (previously discussed in thís thesis). Among

the points of similarity between Derrida and Feigenbaum that Hayles advances

are the following:

They agree that bounded, deterministíc systems can nevertheless be
chaotic; they both employ iteration and emphasize folds; and they concur
that originary or initial conditions cannot be specified exactly. (184)

It is difficult to evaluate the first claim; it is true that chaos theory in general

is the study of deterministíc systems, and that the systems termed "chaotic"

typically seem to be bounded in some way (either to satisfy demands for "chaos

as unpredictabílity" through phase-space mixing, or to satisfy demands for

"chaos as order" through the formation of bounded patterns in phase space). But

in the case of deconstruction, this claím is apparently based only on the fact that
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a text is in some sense a "bounded system", which deconstruction shows to be

"chaotic", presumably because it "opens writing to radical indeterminacy". (179)

But this is "chaos" only in the loosest sense, construed as anything synonymous

with some sense of "disorder"; also, it is unclear how a text (or a reading) is

supposed to be in any way "deterministic" for Derrida, given that the repudiation

of any single necessary reading of a given text is what separates
post-structuralism from structuralism.

Hayles's comparison of the way in which both authors employ an "iterative

methodology" and a "concept of the fold" is equally dubious:

For both Derrida and Feigenbaum, iterative methodology is closely tied in
with the concept of the fold. Feigenbaum showed that systems that make
orderly transitions to chaos always have folds in their iterative
paths....Since the iterative formulae and computer algorithms are perfecly
deterministic, [this unpredictability] could come only from the initial
conditions. lteration produces chaos because it magnifies and brings into
view these initial uncertainties. (183)

First of all, this proposed similarity between the "iteration" practised in both fields

is rather strained. The term is apparently applied to Derrida only in the vague

sense that Derrida believes that "[a]ny word...acquires a slighily different

meaning each time it appears in a new context" (180) and in his "highly repetitive

analysis" in which he "[repeats] Rousseau's language wíth incremental

differences" (181-2) - in other words, Hayles uses the term to denote any sort of

repetition of similar phenomena, which is a significant hijacking of the word from

its mathematical denotation of the repeated application of precisely the same

function. Also, the claim that iteration is related in some important way to chaos

is all but incomprehensible as it stands, given that iteration is neither sufficient for
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chaos (virtually any variety of dynamical behaviour can be defined through an

iterative process, including phase-space motion in a straight line at a constant

rate forever, or no motion at all), nor necessary for chaos (the Lorenz system, to

name one particularly paradigmatic case, is defíned as a set of continuous

differential equations).

Secondly, in speaking of the "folds" in the paths of the functions obserued

by Feigenbaum to exhibit the period-doubling cascades previously mentioned,

Hayles must either be referring to what Stuart calls a "one-humped mapping

whose hump resembles a parabola" (one of the broad classes of functions for

which Feigenbaum discovered "universality" in their limiting behaviour when

iterated), or possibly to the "folded" structure typical of strange attractors. But no

matter what Hayles means, the identificatíon with Derrida's use of a "fold"

concept seems inexplicable. Hayles herself explains Derrida's use of this

concept as follows:

ln his view such a fold is necessarily present, because there must always
be some means by which the text can constitute the differences that
enable it to postulate meaning. The fold can be thought of as a way to
create the illusion of origin. Once it is in place, all subsequent differences
are declared to derive from the originary difference marked by the fold.
When the text ís 'unfolded', this stratagem is revealed and the regulated
exchanges between the alleged origin and subsequent differences that
enable the text to operate will appear. (182)

Hayles is essentially claiming that the methodologíes of Derrida and Feigenbaum

are importantly similar because they both, at some point, invíte a metaphorical

use of the word "fold" - either as a description of a curved path on a graph, or as

a description of the concealment of some artificially stabilizing assumption within
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a text. But in one case this word seems to connote bending, while in the other it

apparently carries the completely unrelated connotations of marking and

concealment -- and in neither case does the specific term "fold" appear to be at

all necessary, making Hayles's comparison seem rather forced.

Finally, equating the work of Feigenbaum (or any aspect of chaos theory)

with the theories of Derrida in terms of their respectíve views about "origins"
seems extremely problematic. Hayles invites the following comparison:

...Derrida attributes textual indeterminacy to the inherent inability of
linguistic systems to create an origin. ln Derrida, 'always already' márks
the absence of an origin, just as inability to specify initial conditions wíth
infinite accuracy does for Feigenbaum. Thus nonlinear dynamics and
deconstruction share not just a general attitude toward chaos, but specific
methodologies and assumptions." (1 83)

But this equation seems to require a severe mis-characterization of Derrida. For

example, one apparently typícal formulation of Derrida's scepticism about the

existence of any "origin" that could ultimately justify some objective structure of

meaning is given in a version of his essay "Structure, Sign and play in the

Discourse of the Human Sciences" (1g70):

The event I called a rupture, the disruption I alluded to at the beginning of
the paper, would presumably have come about when the structurality of
structure had to begin to be thought, that is to say, repeated...From then
on ít was probably necessary to begin to think that there was no
center...that the center had no natural locus, that it was not a fixed locus
but a function, a sort of non-locus in which an infinite number of
sign-substitution came into play...that is to say, when everything became a
system where the central sígnified, the original or transcendental sígnified,
is never absolutely present outside a system of differences. (g61)
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It is relatively clear that Derrida's scepticism consists in the belief that the

"transcendental signified" which could serve as an "origin" for a system of

meanings is not only empírically inaccessible, but utterly nonexistent. This point

is made even more clearly by Christopher Norris (1991), who summarizes

Derrida's commentary on Rousseau (one of the works of Derrida which Hayles

also cites) as follows:

[Rousseau's] texts are a constant, obsessive repetition of gestures which
miss their rhetorical mark and display the insufficiency of language when ít
strives for an origín beyond all reach....The supplement is that which both
signifies the lack of a 'presence', or state of plenitude for ever beyond
recall, and compensates for that lack by setting in motion its own economy
of difference....Philosophies that take no account of its activity are thereby
condemned (Derrida argues) to a ceaseless repetition of the paradoxes
brought to light in his readíng of Rousseau. (37)

ln contrast, the "sensitive dependence" often postulated within chaos theory is

merely an expression of empirical difficulties - either in specifying a current state

accurately enough to determine corresponding future states, or in determining

which initial conditions led to the current conditions. ln either case, this might be

plausibly restated as the conclusion that some "origin" is difficult or practically

impossible to recover, but this is not the same as the conclusíon that any origín is

at best a necessary fabrication, a substitute for something that cannot exist.

There are also temporal and causal problems in Hayles's attempt to link

Derrida and Feigenbaum. Derrida's Of Grammatology, which Hayles cites as an

example of his "iterative methodology", was originally published (in French) in

1967, while Feigenbaum did not derive the "universality" results that Hayles cites

until 1976 (Gleick, 175-83); the fact that Derrida's work precedes Feigenbaum's
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makes Ít difficult to envision a link between one and the other, especially given

that Feigenbaum, in examining the properties of mathematical formulae, would

presumably be working in a domain where at least some methodologies and

properties were necessary, rather than contingent and open to external

influence. Hayles attempts to address these problems by asserting that

the two theories appear isomorphic not because they are derived from a
common source or because they influenced each other, but because their
central ideas form an interconnected network....because chaos, iteration,
and an unreliable origin form an interconnected system of ideas, the
correlative concepts were brought into play once the implications of the
original premise were explored. (1 B4-S)

But the claim that there is necessarily an "interconnected network" between

these three ideas seems difficult to support once iteration is revealed as being

both unnecessary and insufficíent for the phenomena discussed in chaos theory

(and only vaguely a property of deconstructive theory); "chaos" is shown to be

involved in deconstruction only if the word is considered in the widest possible

sense (to include any form of "complexity" or "disorder"); and the "origin" is

demonstrated to possess a completely different existentíal status for Derrida than

it does for Feigenbaum.

ln fact, it rapidly becomes evident the following paragraph, located at the

end of Hayles's previous chapter, is not merely another portion of Hayles's

overall argument but the cornerstone of virtually her entire thesis:

I do not believe that the scientists Gleick writes about acted in isolatíon. I

think that they rather acted like lightníng rods in a thunderstorm or seed
crystals in a supersaturated solutíon. They gave a local habitation and a
name to what was in the air. lt was because the culturat atmosphere
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surround¡ng them was supercharged that these ideas seemed so pressing
and important (174)

The Feigenbaum/Derrida comparison is one example of why the above assertion

is absolutely necessary if Hayles's thesis is to be plausible. ln Gleick's account

(1987), which is partially based on interviews with Feigenbaum (along with a

large number of the other scíentists he depicts), and which is the only account of

the context of Feigenbaum's discovery that Hayles cites explícitly, Feigenbaum's

universality results are presented as an "unexpected regularity" that he uncovers

by himself and literally by accide nt (171-2). Gleick claims that Feigenbaum's

results "met surprise, dísbelief and excitement" from other researchers (180-3),

and that "[a]mong mathematicíans...a reserved attitude prevailed" for another

three years, until his results could be proven "on mathematicians' terms,, (183).

And while these background details substantially contradict Hayles's assertion

that the conceptual underpinnings of chaos theory were "in the air" before they

were formalized by scientísts, Hayles offers no new empirical evidence that could

refute Gleick's account.

(¡v) The Case for a "New Paradigm"

Apart from the fact that most of the parallels and connections that Hayles

attempts to draw in Chaos Bound seem at least slightly debatable, the argument

that chaos theory is part of a "new paradigm" in the scíences appears a priori

rather difficult to support. lt does seem arguable that there was a definite shíft ín

the dominant líterary theory of the mid-twentieth century, even if the term

"paradigm" is a little strong. The emergence of post-structuralism marks the
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emergence of both new methodologies for the reading of texts, and new

philosophical conclusions about the nature of texts -- for exampte, more liberal

views about the array of possible readings that can be viewed as licensed by the

text itself, or increased scepticism towards the subordination of text as a medium

to the more "authentic" and unmediated presence of the writer in person.

On the other hand, while it is true that "chaos theory" produced new

methodologies Íor analyzing and comprehending dynamical systems whose

behaviour had seemed complicated and incomprehensible, as well as

demonstrating that relatively simple systems could nonetheless be stubbornly

unpredictable, it seems difficult to defend chaos theory as a "new paradígm" for

science. Even if "chaos" ís defined in a way that makes it potentíally a property

of virtually any dynamícal system, there are only a limited number of systems

where the methodologies of "chaos theory" may actuaily be helpful.

And as Batterman observes (1992), there are continuing difficulties in

integrating the conclusions of chaos theory into older, more dominant scientific

theories such as quantum mechanícs. lt ís also instructive to note that quantum

mechanícs itself, while perhaps not fully defensible as a "new paradígm",

possesses a much better claim to this distinction than does chaos theory, yet

chaos seems to be in no danger of replacingquantum mechanics in its role as

the presumed "fundamental theory" of the behaviour of matter - it is difficult to

know what to make of a "new paradigm" that fails to supplant previous

"paradigms". Chaos also seems to lack any broad conceptual importance: for

example, the uncertainties postulated by chaos theory (quite unlike those

inherent in the conventional interpretation of quantum mechanics) are purely

epistemologícal, and pose no new threat to determinism.
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ln opposition to Haytes's account, Kenneth J. Knoespel advances a more

cautious comparison between deconstruction and chaos theory. He opens his

paper by warning against the "totalizing vision" of Hayles, noting that it is

possible to "compare Mitchell Feigenbaum and Jacques Derrida without

transforming information theory into a meta-narrative that reveals 'underlying

forces at work withín culture'." (102) And unlike Hayles, he does not attempt to

depict necessary parallels between chaos theory and deconstruction, but offers

only observed and rather general simílarities: for example, that both disciplines

seem to provide an "invitation for pedagogical play", or that they both depend on

the productíon of "surplus meaning":

ln the case of nonlinear equations, the erratic behavior of a dynamic
system in one scale may urge the scientíst to alter the parameters used to
deploy and interpret the data. ln the case of deconstruction, figurative
language hitherto read into a traditionally enforced meaning of a text is
allowed to play within a larger spectrum of meaning....Each project holds
open the possibility of extending the strategies available for analysis.
(1 15-6)

However, while Knoespel's non-causal claims may be more difficult to falsify,

they also emerge as interesting but coincidental símilarities, rather than

necessary línks. But his paper at least succeeds in its stated goal of "flimitingl

the narratíve grounds for comparing chaos theory and deconstruction" (102)

(B) Ghaos as Literary Methodology

ln contrast to Hayles's account of the necessary parallels between chaos

theory and postmodern literary theories, there are avariety of other writers who
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attempt to apply some form of "chaos theory" to the discussion of texts that are

not necessarily "postmodern" in themselves. Because this program removes the

need for the cross-disciplinary causal claims of Hayles, it avoids the resultant

empirical pitfalls -- however, it is apparent that this use of "chaos theory" has

dramatic problems of íts own.

For example, in a paper on the Tennessee Williams play A Streetcar

Named Desíre, Laura Morrow and Edward Morrow (1993a) attempt to "explore

Williams's work in light of [chaos] theory", stating that it offers "a methodology

that recognizes and accounts for the interpenetration of order and disorder" in

the play. (60) But it is unclear whether invokíng chaos theory adds anything at all

to Morrow and Morrow's account. Their approach is typified by their claim that

"[the] complex system called 'stanley'followes simple rules that, like those in

chaos Theory, give ríse to complex behavior,,, (62) and by the following

comparison, whích is worth quoting at length:

We can understand the development of Blanche's character better if we
can ídentify her'attractors.' Stability within a Chaotic system arises from
'attractors,'which are 'nonperiodic' in that they do not repeat themselves
(Gleick 138). When plotted mathematically, attractors form nonrepeating
patterns....The Lorenz Butterfly is a stable, nonperiodíc system, one that
approximates but never replicates itself....

'...The set of points going to the same attractor is called a basin of
attraction'(Peterson 146), which, in a state cycle, is stable. what is
modelled in the basin of attraction, then, is a sort of approximate
psychological and social determinism. History is iterative: Blanche will
always seduce whomever she can.

Blanche's attractors are illusion and seduction, both emanatíng from
words; her'basin of attraction' consísts of her seducing men with nel OoOy
and herself with her dreams, repeating the same, would-be-ameliorativó
pattern in an endless cycle. Though the men's faces change, her devotion
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to illusion and her commitment to rewriting history remain constant. (63-4)

However, ín both of the above examples, it is difficult to see what the baggage of

"chaos theory" adds to claims that could simply be expressed as: ,,Stanley

follows símple rules that gíve rise to complex behaviof' and "Blanche seems

Iocked into repetitive behavíour''. Morrow and Morrow do not argue that there is

any necessary relationship between chaotic systems and Tennessee Williams's

characters, so they presumably intend to make some kind of metaphorical

comparison -- but even as a metaphor, their use of chaos-related terminology

seems rather poorly motívated.

There is no general problem with the metaphorical use of scientific terms;

if properly chosen, they can be a useful shorthand for connoting potentially

illuminatíng concepts. But since Morrow and Morrow's audience is unfamiliar

with the vocabulary of "chaos theory", the authors are forced to labouriously

explain why they believe each term is an appropríate metaphor, at which point

the term itself loses whatever concise illustrative power it might have had and

becomes entirely superfluous to the ordinary-language explanation that follows ít.

Therefore, they could presumably demostrate equivalent conclusions about

Williams's play in far less space, simply by removing every mention of "chaos

theory" from the paper, except for the fact that such a paper would presumably

cease to exemplify one of the "major critical approaches in vogue today" (in the

words of Philip Kolin, the editor of the anthology in which the paper appers, who

lists "chaos and antíchaos24 theory" among a catalogue of such "major critícal

approaches" [ix-x]). And there is the additional problem that the authors

evidently feel that they are invoking a full-fledged "methodology" -- in fact, a
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"paradigm" (60) -- rather than merely a seríes of novel but inert metaphors,

despite extensive textual evidence to the contrary.

And this paper is far from being a unique case; in fact, Morrow and

Morrow themselves have wrítten a strikingly similar paper on The G/ass

Menagerie (1993b), and theír questionable critical approach is shared by a

variety of other authors, such as Raylene O'Callaghan (1g91):

Robbe-Grillet's text moves beyond bi-polarity and neutral-ízation [sic]; his
symmetries are at once similar and different, repeating and dístinguishing.
The tiny inítial differences often magnify through the tevels of the system
to provoke major disruptions in a movement that is remarkably similar to
what Gleick (1987) has termed'sensitive dependency on initial conditions'
in Chaos theory, where microscopic fluctuations can spread imperceptibly
to monstrously transform the macroscopic. (61)

A similar example is províded in a paper by Patrick Brady (1990). ln a section

entitled "chaos Theory and the Afts and Humanities", he proposes that

[t]he non-línear character of chaotic phenomena recalls the distinction
between tragedy, which is linear, and comedy, which is non-linear. The
'non-linearíty' of comedy is taken to be cyclical in essence, but after all,
comedy, like history, never repeats itself exactly. Does this mean that the
non-teleological quality of comedy justifies its assímilation to Edward
Lorenz's Butterfly Attractor? lthink not. The reason has to do with the
difference between the Butterfly Attractor...and the Butterfly Effect. (70)

Again, it is unclear what his use of "chaos analysis', (To) provides here;

presumably, the relevant properties differentiating comedy from tragedy can be

discussed without having to decide whether comedy is best "assimilated" to the

"Butterfly Attractor" or the "Butterfly Effect" (whatever "assimilation" means in this

context).
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Finally, a still more tortured application of "chaos theory" is provided in a

paper by William Demastes (1994), who in part attempts to show that "chaos

theory can help in comprehending several paths that the theatre has followed

since the inception of postmodernism". (242) Discussing Henrik lbsen's play The

Master Builder, Demastes writes:

...4t this point, [the character Solness's] linear, steady-state existence
bifurcates -- between his Christian guilt springing from his betrayal of his
past and the robustness of the Viking heritage he can't quite attain. The
trolls are loosed on him only for him to resist. The result is a continuingly
bifurcating bifurcation, until his life is pure randomness. (24g-50)

Demastes then takes the alarming additional step of reproducing a diagram of

the Feigenbaum cascade for the logistic mapping function (discussed in

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis), with added labels to índicate how the díagram

somehow corresponds to events in lbsen's play (see Fig. 10). This diagram is

apparently intended to bolster the claim that lbsen "clearly anticipate[d] what

chaos theoreticians have since verified: a breakdown of pre-determinable

causality, leading to bifurcatíon, chaos, and finally windows of order within the

chaos phase" (250), but "anticípation" in thís context seems difficult to take

seriously, since the word is presumably intended to connote more than merely

coíncídental similarities between different uses of vague and generat concepts.

Demastes goes on to díscuss Samuel Beckett's "chaos-informed

rationalism", a phrase which evidently refers to the way that Beckett "aims to

create a new hybrid, an írÍtegrating vísion of order and randomness/chaos" (2S1),

and also to Beckett's "recurring repetition of scale wherein windows reveal

self-similar patterns of order and chaos". Demastes states that this "integrated
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vision" (or "paradigm" [251]) better explains features of Beckett's work than do

previous accounts such as the "random absurdism" postulated by the critic

Martin Esslin. However, if the advent of "chaos theory" was truly required before

literary critics could propose that lbsen's play exhibits a "breakdown of

pre-determinable causality" with "windows of order", or that Beckett's apparenily

"random" plays possess "self-simílar patterns", then there seems be far better

evidence for a lack of imagination on the part of literary critics than for any claim

that "chaos theory" is a imporlant conceptual revolution in literary criticism.

(C) Gonclusion

While it is difficult to draw general conclusions about interdisciplinary

projects in general from this partial survey of Hayles and other literary theorists,

their work does suggest a few cautionary heuristics for any future attempts to

unite the concepts of literature or literary theory with those of remote discíplines

such as science, engineering, or mathematícs. First, it seems unwise to assume

that all connotations or metaphorical implications are automatically significant. lt

may be true, as Hayles asserts, that the terms of science will typically invoke

"'shared names'that cause scientific denotation to be interpenetrated by cultural

connotations" (50), but denying that there is an important hierarchy in the

strength and relevance of these connotations abandons any hope of obtaining

normative standards that could prevent virtually any conceptual-unifícation

account from being trivially true. The account of Hayles, for example, depends

on the assertion that the word "chaos", as used in "chaos theory" must be

understood in terms of its previous connotation of "disorder,,-- a vague
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evaluative term that can in turn be used to link "chaos theory" to any other

discipline that examines, celebrates, denies, creates, or suppresses "disorder" in

any sense at all.

Also, projects that involve establishing a case for the emergence of some

"new paradigm" across a given society should arguably be abandoned in favour

of more modest projects that merely seek to uncover avenues of influence

between specific disciplines in specific cases. lt appears that there wil always

be necessary and perhaps insurmountable problems (to which Hayles eventually

alludes, 293-4) in trying to unite an infinitude of temporally and intellectually

disparate events under a single finite and defensible narrative.

Finally, attempts to "apply" the terms, concepts, or methodologies of a

given scientific disciplíne in radícally displaced contexts, such as the study of a

work of literature or a literary theory, should probably be viewed with suspicion

when the scientific discipline in question is relatively new and unfamiliar to

individuals outsíde the field. lt appears that such an application can only take the

form of a metaphor, and while scientific vocabulary can be used in a
metaphorical sense to more precisely illustrate some aspect of a text, it seems

necessary that the audience already be familiar with some original, literal

meaning for the vocabulary, if such a metaphor is to have any illustrative value.

The alternative (as seen, for example, in Morrow and Morrow,s essays on the

plays of Tennessee Williams) is the metaphorical use of unfamiliar vocabulary

which, because its denotations must be explained to readers of the work, runs

the risk of being superfluous -- or, in cases where its denotations remain

unexplained, completely opaque to any reader not acquainted with the meanings

of the terms involved.
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CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF CHAOS IN THE
HUMANITIES

It is arguable that chaos was ínitially overrated, both by those outside the

field and those within it. ln a recent ScientificAmerican article on complexity

theory (the effort to "achieve a unified theory of complex systems" [104]), John

Horgan proposes a long series of theories that, he asserts, have atl turned out to

be similarly overblown in their bold promises of explaining ',well, atmost

everything" (108). Thís list includes chaos theory, and Horgan says that

...the French mathematician David Ruelle, a pioneer of the field, noted
four years ago that'in spite of frequent triumphant announcements of
"novel" breakthroughs, [chaos] has had a decliníng output of ínteresting
discoveries.' (109)

(Apart from complexity, Horgan's catalogue also includes cybernetics,

catastrophe theory, and ínformation theory -- all of which are invoked at some

point by Katherine Hayles and other literary theorists.) Horgan also quotes

mathematical biologist Jack D. cowan's criticism of complexity:

Too many simulators also suffer from what Cowan calls the reminiscence
syndrome. 'They say, "Look, isn't this reminiscent of a biological or
physical phenomenon!" They jump in right away as if it's a decent model
for the phenomenon, and usually of course it's just got some accidental
features that make it look like something.' (104)

Given the cautionary tone seen in Ruelle's above remarks, and also in his

Physics Todayarlicle (1994), in whích he warns that "the problems of relevance

and usefulness should not be oblíterated by the routine of 'contributing to the

scientific literature"', it appears that Cowan's criticísm would also be well{aken by
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advocates of the universal importance of chaos theory.

The future of "chaos theory" in phirosophy also appears somewhat

restricted. The existing literature suggests that the most fertile ínitial grounds for

philosophícal work were obtainíng a sufficient and necessary definition of "chaos"

and examining the question of whether chaos provided any new ammunition for

the determinism/free will debate. However, both of these areas may be of only

limited further interest. As I have argued, the formutation of a unified defínition

that will uncontroversially divide systems ínto "chaotic" and "nonchaotic" classes

must not only confront a discouraging number of proposed properties, but may

also be ultimately misguíded, since such a definitíon appears neither possible nor

even particularly useful, from the point of view of mathematicians or physicists.

There is more work to be done on the question of how the phenomena of "chaos"

can be integrated with the theories of quantum mechanics, but this may be a

phílosophícal issue only to those philosophers who essentially pursue questions

of theoretical science within the covers of philosophy journals. However, chaos

may remain interesting as an especially acute illustration of some problems in

scientific modelling (as briefly discussed in chapter 1).

ln the area of literary theory, "chaos" seems destined, at best, for

metaphorical applications, given the evident difficulties in establishing causal or

necessary links between "chaos theory" and either literature or theories about

literature. But even the current metaphorical applications of "chaos" often seem

highly questionable or even semantically empty. On the other hand, it might be

argued that there are mâny previous cases of scientific vocabulary eventually

being transformed into perfectly acceptable metaphorical language, once some

version of each corresponding concept has been absorbed by the popular
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culture. For example, it is obviously possible to speak of "the evolution of the

modern novel" without being accused of misapplying the theories of Charles

Darwin (símilar examples might ínclude the words "species", "Newtonían", and

possibly "relativistic"), and so it seems at least initially plausible that "chaos" and

some of the other terms discussed in this thesis might eventually achieve a

similar status.

However, the present problem with using the vocabulary of chaos theory

in literary contexts is twofold. First, any such application may be premature --

whíle many readers may have come to understand "chaotic" as a synonym for an

especially extreme kind of sensítivity, the present uses of terms such as

"bifurcation" and "nonlinear" seem to supply no connotations not already present

in the ordinary language that is immediately required to explain the terms to

noninítiates (and so, for example, "bifurcation" deflates to nothing more than a

fashionable substitute for "dramatic change"). Secondly, chaos theory (as I have

argued) ís simply less important than the scientific theories of Darwin, Newton

and Einstein, and so the concepts involved may never achieve the same degree

of popularity. The most useful conclusion that general readers might draw from

the ideas comprising "chaos theory" is that we now know that some things about

the world are unpredictable for reasons that surprise us, and while this is an

interesting finding, it is unlikely to threaten anyone's religious beliefs or

phíf osoph ical convictions.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. The evolution of the ihree dependeni voriobles of Lorenz's system,
plotted in on imoginory "phose spoce". (From Siewort 1989, 139)

Mn

Figure 2. The ser¡es of successive moximumZvolues for Lorenz's system (M");

eoch volue in the series is plotted ogoinst the following vqlue (M".'). (From Stewort

1989,140)
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Figure 3. Smifh's exomple of ',sensitive dependence,,:
plotfed for two slighfly different initiol volueå, xo.

the funcfion x(l) - Ztxo,

Figure 4. My exomple of "sensilive dependence with mixing": lhe function x(t) =sín(txo), plotied for two srighily differeni iniriqr vorues, xo.
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Figure 5' The two-dimensionol output of the Henon system. (From Crutchfield1996,53)

Figure 6. The Mondelbrot set. (From Stewort 1g8g, 237)



a

\

ifJä,"rã, 
successive enlorgements of the Henon ottrocfor. (From crutchfietd
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Figure 8' The Feigenboum "period-doubling coscode", o groph of the volues whichresult when the ',logistic mopping', function tixl = Ufl--xl is repeotedly iteroted; thehorizontql oxis corresponds to di-fferent volues of fhe poromeler k (between 2 qnd4). The horizontor distonces between successive bronching points on this grophdecreose in o constqnr rqfio of 1 / 4.669. (From stewqrt iggg, 162)
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Figure g. The output of Robert shqw's dripping{oucet experiment. The3-dimensionol groph is constructed by.qn"ä"rring th" intervqls between successivedrips' ond then plotting eoch volue ¡n this ooto sãries ogoinst lhe two volues whichsucceed it. (From Crutchfield 19g6, SS)

ffii;åi"ffi:;

Fþure 10. wiiliom Demosfes,s otfempf to depict the woy in which rbsen,s proy
Y:il::",:"{i;{;ffi oono't"e"¡gänbo"'"!ã,¡åo--fu brinscosc;d;(From

The
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ENDNOTES

lt is assumed that both sides of each equation are multiplied by some arbitrary time interval"dt";
thus, the left side of each equation expresses the change in a single dependent variable (e.9., "dxn
represents the change in x), and the successive resulting right-side values are actually expressed
as a multíple of the time interval ("dt") selected. The actual magnitude of this interval is irrelevant
to the mathematical behaviour of the system, and serves only as an arbitrary constant of
proportionality (see, for example, Lorenz [1963], who refers to this quantity as a "dimensionless
time increment" [1 36]).

Of course, like any sensitively-dependent system, we would expect our necessary (if minor)
imprecision in setting up the precise initial conditions of the pendulum to amplify into very large
imprecision eventually. However, if we can make this initial imprecision sufficiently small in

comparison to the known, deliberate differences in initial position that we are ínvestigating, we can
expect the multiplying effects of our delíberate changes to outweigh the multiplying elfects of our
unavoidable imprecision, at least for a certain amount of time (see later section on "Folding and
Mixing" in chaotic data).

The Lyapunov exponent, as a technique for evaluating sensitive dependence, predates the
appearance of "chaos theory"; its namesake is the "Russian mathematician A. M. Lyapunov
(1857-1 918)." (Cambel 1 993, 76)

Ruelle qualifies this definition by adding: "[m]ore precisely, íf llÒ(t)/Òx(0)ll denotes the norm of the
Jacobian matrix, the limit [as t approaches infinity] of L = 1/t log llÒx(t)/ðx(O)ll exists and is called
the largest Lyapunov exponent." (25) This more precise definition clarifies the apparent problem of
how adjacent orbits can be said to diverge exponentially, forever, in a contained space. ln the
above formula, the "norm of the Jacobian matrix" quantilies the increasing area of the imaginary
surface defined by the contemporaneous points of adjacent orbits. Since adjacent orbits will have
loops of slightly different radii, successive loops will create a steadily accumulating linear difference
between these contemporaneous points, even while the orbits themselves appear to remain
roughly parallel. The "norm of the Jacobian matrix" thus expresses this cumulative error as a
complex, expanding surface that may become increasingly perturbed, folded, or wrapped around
itself a number of times, and so its area (and therefore the "error" of the system) can increase by
an unlimited amount, even within a limited region of phase space. I am indebted to Professor
Robert Thomas for explaining this point to me, and I hope that the above paraphrase sufficiently
resembles the facts of the matter.

One obvious objection, after looking at the graph of the system in Fig. 4, is that the system is not

confined along the "t"-axis. However, "confinement" in this case refers to confinement in the values
attainable by the variables of the system (which in this case has only one variable, nx"), not to some
kind of time+onfinement, since of course the system should be permitted to evolve indefinitely into
the future. This understandable confusion is due to the fact that the other dynamical systems
under discussion (such as the Lorenz system) are not typically plotted with respect to time at all.

However, it is very difficult to graphically depict the evolution of a one-variable system, such as the
one presently under discussion, without showing its changes with respect to time itself.

ln the paper "Computable Chaos" (1992), Winnie argues that the common definitions of chaos
discussed in the present section can be adequately fulfilled even in systems whose domains are
limited to the discontinuous realm of computable numbers.

Ergodicity itself can be aftained in a vast number of systems, even in the absence of sensitive

6.

7.
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dependence; as Cambel states, "the simple harmonic oscillator is ergodic" (150).

Despite the dramatic nature of these claims, da Costa and Doria's mathematical "incompleteness"
results in the physical sciences may amount to a relatively unsurprising (to mathematicians)
application of some generally known intractable problems of mathematics itself (my thanks to Yvon
Gauthier for pointing this out). However, they may still come as a surprise to some physicists, or at
least to physicists who would subscribe to "Penrose's thesis", which da Costa and Doria describe
as the thesis that "classical physics offers no examples of noncomputable phenomena" (1992, 83).
Also, whatever their ultimate mathematical importance may be, these results still reveal genuine
problems in empirically verifying the existence of chaos in arbitrary systems.

Actually, Lorenz uses a more accurate (and slightly more complicated) method of iteration, known
as the "double approximation" method (see Lorenz, 133-4,136). However, it is similar in spirít to
the simpler method discussed here, and both methods are merely approxímations.

ln fact, Robert Batterman (1993a) believes thís very strongly - but for entirely different reasons.
Batterman asserts that integrable systems have "trajectories [which] are confined to Ndimensional
tori in the 2N-dimensional phase space" and that "[t]heir trajectories simply cannot diverge lrom
one another very rapidly." (51) However, this claim appears mysterious for a number of reasons.
First of all, as stated, it is trivially false; the system proposed by Smith in section (v) of this thesis is
both integrable and unconfined, and so are an infinite number of other systems (for example, the
system dx/dt = dyldt = 4, which simply evolves along a straight line forever). Secondly, it can be
readily observed that "integrable" systems have nothing in common besides the fact that someone
has managed to integrate them; the wide array oÍ functions that lall under this classification
cedainly appear to have no shared topological qualities. Finally, an especially strong rejection of
Batterman's assertion can be found in da Costa and Doria (1991), in which they offer a
mathematical proof that "the problem of finding a general integrability criterion for arbitrary
Hamíltonian [e.9., energy+onserving]systems...is, in fact, algorithmically unsolvable." (1062)
Since Batterman's criterion of "confined to Ndimensional tori" would appear to be a good general
criterion, Batterman's assertion must presumably be false.

ln fact, Stone retreats from his positíon to some extent when he admits that "[o]ne might respond
that considerations such as short cuts and requiring less than complete information are not really
important to predictability, that all we really care about is getting the desired result....l believe that
this ín in part a fair response. (127)

This work is based on the "Packard-Takens method" of constructing "attractors" for data that exists
only as a series of observed values for a single quantity of a system. Floris Takens evidently
formulated a general proof that an attractor with a topological resemblance to the "real" (but
unknown) attractor of a system could be constructed using just one successívely observed variable
ol the system, plotted against slightly offset versions of its own time-series. (Stewart, 183-4)

There are other, more complicated non-"strange" attractors, such as the "quasi-periodic" motion,
common in energy-conserving systems (Stuart 105) that results when one or more periodic orbits
are combined. lf the ratio between the periods of these orbits is an irrational number, the resulting
motion will be confined yet never quite repeat itself - but this does not count as a "strange"
attractor because it can be expressed as a combination of simpler motions that are not themselves
"strange". (Stuart 1 10)

For example, the slightest irregularity in an otherwise perfectly regular system (such as a bit of
random noise imposed on a system that otherwíse traces out an ideal sine wave in phase space)
would render that system "chaotic".

The "complex number plane" is the hypothetical array oÍ all possible complex numbers, each of

9.
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11.

12.
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15.



whích consists of a "real" component (like "4.21"') and an "imaginary" component (like 20.7 i, where
"i" signifies the square root of -1). Each number's point on the plane is determined by usíng its real
component as one coordinate, and íts imaginary component as its other coordinate.

16. The "Julia set" for a given number can be produced by using it as the parameter "cn in the equation
Zt t = zt2 + c, which is then iterated a number of times, beginning with some initial value of z, to see
whether or not the result runs to infinity. Repeating thís process for every different value of z on the
complex number plane, and assigning different colours to the values of z that run to infinity and the
values which don't, produces the Julia set for the chosen number, c - an image which may form a
connected (if complicated) shape, or may be broken up into discontinous parts. (Stewart 198g,
235-6)

17. Since chaos is supposed to be a phenomenon of deterministic systems, Cambel can be assumed
to be using "random" in a loose and empirical sense that is not opposed to a strict metaphysical
interpretation of "determinism".

18. Cambelbriefly mentions an alternative, computationalmethod of evaluating the Lyapunov
exponent of a real system without knowing the equations for its underlying dynamics, using only a
time series of output data. However, it is evident that this is a somewhat tenuous test for chaos.
Cambel offers an example in which data representing ventricular fibrillation of a human heart is
evaluated: some of the calculated Lyapunov exponents for the data are found to be positive,
"suggesting chaos", but Cambelthen cites the results of a previous clinical study involving dogs
which concluded that "ventricular fibrillation was not chaotic in the technical sense", and concludes
that "[í]t is quite evident that much work remains to be done before chaos theory can be applied
clinically with confidence." (21 3-4)

19. ln a footnote, Kellert adds that "difference equations" such as the discontinuous iterative equations
that define the Henon system (see chapter 1) must of course also satisfy this criterion; the
important point is that the system "makes no reference to chance". Such a reference could be
present either in the form of the equations themselves, or in the fact that the equations are merely
stochastic and therefore represent some kind of "averaging" or "approximation of a huge number of
complicated interacting subsystems". (56-Z)

20. This criterion is necessary because there are a wide variety of mathematical systems which do not
have unique solutions. ln fact, there are a variety of systems which have no solutions at all, but
these are presumably of no use in modellng physical processes.

21. For example, imagine the dynamics of the Lorenz system superimposed on a system following
regular annual cycles, where the change due to these regular cycles is a thousand times greater
than any change dictated by the "chaotic" components of the system.

22. For example, individual occurrences of atomic decay are said to be without cause under the
standard interpretations of quantum physics, although the number of occurrences in a given time
can be predicted statístically for large groups of atoms.

23. Even if most systems are not sensitively dependent, they will presumably be either directly or
indirectly affected by at least one system which is. lt is difficult to envision the effects of even a
limited amount of true macroscopic indeterminism propagating through the world, but it seems
intuitively clear that such a world would in no way resemble the world with which we are currently
familiar.

24. Morrow and Morrow apparently acquire their views about "Antichaos Theory" from an article by
Stuart A. Kauffman ("Antichaos and Adaptatíon", Scientific American 265, no. 2 [August 1gg1], pp.
78-84). This article apparently discusses emergent behaviour in computational networks of



Boolean logic functions, and thus has nothing to do with "chaos theory" as discussed in this thesis,
except in the impossibly wide Haylesian sense in which every discussion of any form of order or
disorder has something to do with "chaos theory".


